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CHAPTER I1

introduction

the prophet joseph smith upon completing his work of

translating the record which had been placed in his hand by

the angel moroni 1 madenade this comment

I1 wish to mention here that the titlepagetitle ofpage the
book of mormon is a literal translation taken from the
very last leaf on the left hand side of the collection or
book of platespiates which contained the record which has been
translated the language of the whole running the same as
all hebrew writing in beneralgeneralbenegene andraleraloraie that said titlepagetitle ispage
not by eanynanyeny meansmoansneans a modern composition either of mine or
of any other man who has lived or does live in this genera-
tion therefore in order to correct an error which gen-
erally exists concerning it I1 give below that part of the
titlepagetitle ofpage the english version ofor the book of mormon
which is a genuine and futeraluteralliteral translation of the title
page oftheodthe original book of mormonPl asormon recorded on the
plates J

4nephi the initial author of the record states that
Cs

his father lehllehi was a native of the city of jerusalem it
is evident therefore that lehi would speak lebrewhebrewI and there
seem to be indications that 1000 years laterleterieter his descendants

living on the american continent were acquainted with it

joseph smith history of jhe
salt lake city hfe i

sere t l1

B
1

ookbook company
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p 71 see book of mormon title page
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moroni a historian of thatvintolatmlat later period states that if their
plates had been sufficientlyaufficio larelardiarelarbintlyantly they would have written
in hebrew and that if they could have done so there would

havehare been no imperfection in their record 1

definltidefinition anqn of the

thotziasthoceiasThotThoc WelasEiasziastiasliasilas brookbankbrookDrook publishedbank a series of articlesart inioleslolesloies
the improvement era over a period of months relative to hebrew

idioms and analogies apparent in the book of mormon As aca re-

sult of his studies brookbank concluded that some curiosities
of the book of mormon

austmustML bedistelst viewed in their true llhtlightlihtleht as peculiarities nece-
ssarily associated with the use of hebrew idiom and hence

s affording unimpeachable evidence that the book of mormon
was not written by joseph smith nor anyony other annaan not
thoroughly familiar with somepeculiar principles of the
jewish linsaageiioLinibo

brookbank

suasesaage

did a0 creditable work abstracting principles
of thetho langoelanuoe1anguagelanu fromframoe hebrew grammars and correlating with these

the nforomentionedaaaaaf curiositiesorementiorementaore ofonementi thed book of mormon ilehellelie waswa

limited1mitedemited1

s

apparently by a lack of knowledge of the hebrew lan-
guage

the purpose of this thesis is to determine whether

there are6rebre idioms in the small plates of nephi that are typi-

cally hebraic in cast which have been retained in translation
interest

i

in this problem originated in conversations with my

hebrew instructor ellis rasmussen these conversations

orm 933953
thomas W brookbank hebrew idioms and analogies in

the book of mormon i3gimii XIII 1910 p 255235
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problem
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famil ar some pepeculiarpecullarculiarcullancuilan
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stimulated curiositycuriosat to the extent that a preliminary investi-
gation was mademeideaadeubide this investigation induced a desire to fur-
ther examine these unique expressions to compare them with the

hebrew of the old testament and to judeejudge them by comments of

lexicographers to determine if there were justification for
such an unequivocalunequivoc statement as that made by brookbank

for the purpose of this study an idiom is defined in

its broadest sense as any peculiar character or genius of a

language this definition of an idiom does not confine it to

peculiarpeculipecullarpechuli verbal expressions but includes the syntactical struc-
ture and the grammatical form it is recognizedrecognised among stu-

dents of languageslangu thatthaxtthantrabesragescabes while words are combined with one an-

other to make larger structures that convey more meaning than

the mere aggregate of thetho independent meanings of words them

selvesselvesy each language has unusual grammatical constructions
of its own whereas languages may borrow words from one an-

other an exchange of syntactical construction is most buncomuncom
2

m on

there are three assumptions which underlie the re-

search andond writing of this thesis
a the book of mormon is a record of the nephitesNep ahites

people whosetrltri culturali lingualose and social milieu originated

in the land of israel

1 nelson francis the stru
newmew york the ironaldronald press ll11

C

l1

def inedined

car

111

mon

W structure of aneame rican enzl i sh
company 1958 p 291
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bobe foundpoundcound within its pages odditiesodd ofatlesAties expression thinking pro-

cesses arndandaynd grammatical construction that would be infrequent

in our ownovio tongue somesomo have1iaveniave found it to be so dr hugh

nibley states
our book of mormonmonnon people never think of themselves as an
indigenous or autochthonous culture in the newhewnev world but
always and only as heirs of old world civilization the
very metal plates on which the book was preserved frotnfromfroan
generation to generation were made in imitation of older
records brought from palestine I1 mene 1916191161911911 its6 lan
aageqage and st lgyleyie fojfromfol x8the werefirst p80 011ouioll

adangadans

ine170

ilgils

langilllangtll ibrresabrgof

ac1c

71

nan& vrs press P

4

b the book of mormonylormo was originally written according

to n hebrew pattern of thought and communication

c joseph smith as a youneyoungyou mantig inexperienced with

languages and inept by training as a translator tended to ad-

here closely to the hebrew pattern of expression

jii8tijja
if the above assumptions are correct and the book of

mormon is an english translation of a record written by a peo-

ple originating from a hebrewspeakingspeaking community there should

8 111lil00
after the literary and dinguislinguis ti c usage ofoftheodthethe old world
I1 ne rt the booknookdook of mormon in many ways declares it-

self to be an authentic product of the neaphearnear east 1

the testing of this hypothesis is the purpose and the

justification of this researchresea

liittdeildelidell

rekreh

the
tationmitationcitationmi

scope

of

of

the

the

problem

research of this problem has been

limited to thetho small plates of nephi because the research in-

volved for a comparable study of the entire book of mormon

hugh nibley ananapproa6haj to
salt
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lake

book
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a
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would be too extensive to undertake in this thesis
the main emphasis of research has been directed toward

idiomatic verbal expressions rather than idiomatic syntactical
structure althoughalthoigrh chapter three is devoted to elementary

principles of syntax and grammar the primary restriction on

any research is the ability of the researcher it has been

recognized by the writer and the members of his committee that
thetho mastery of hebrew idioms wouldvrouldkrould necessitate years of exposure

to the culture and language of the jewish people 3 this is
the foremost reason why the writer has not ventured further
into the area of syntax with its different constructions and

with all the fine nuancesancesnilnii which result from changes from the

normal sentence structure

this thesis can be no more than a preliminary attempt

to expose to investigation this idiomatic facet of the book of

mormon others withwit greater acuity in the language could ex-

plore this areairea and make a valuable contribution to an aware-

ness and appreciation of this spect of the book of mormon

the area of biblical research has been confined to the

old testament because in this there is a ready sourcesoupee against
which to check in the newhewnev testament there can be found many

expressionsexpressi which appear to be semitic in nature and this is
as it should be the common language of palestine at the time

As nephi said there is none other people that under-
stand the thingthings which were spoken unto the jews like unto
themthea save it be that they are taught after the manner of the
thingsthir ofdigsigs the jews 11

andlanguage 1

i
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c
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thetho semltlclsmsseiuiticisms in the newnowhew testament

another delimiting factor of this study has been the
accuracy113 of thetho complete bible concordances used it has

been foundfolindfo thattind these concordances do not always sivogirogivesive the
same number of entriesent underrLes a iven topictopietople therefore there

mlthtmit boberht inadvertent omissions of some pertinentTertin biblicalent ref-
erences whenever it seemed necessary eacileach of the three con

cordancescor usedaseddances were carefully checked item by item to obtain

allsillaliail possible informations but the tremendousemendous amount of time

necessary to do this for every item considered in this thesis
precluded this as a senecalgeneralbeneral practice

another ittermatterutter of relevancereleneleneie isvarice to know to what extent

the common speech of josepljosephjoseel smith andarid illsIAsAsI american contemp-

oraries was interspersed with archaic biblical expressions it
is possiblepos thatVsiblesiblosibie some1 ofriatmlat the idiomsid foundfloais in the book of mormon

aliall

reeroe ord kee pinsping

aranaram

seenseelmed

lasins

tat11ey

informcinforms

blipbrip ham youiryoungyounryounexoung university summersammersuaiSumisual quarterquaiierlierller 1956rterarter

bontemcontem oo
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of christ was aramaic a semitic languagelatilaLiiati cognateguage to hebrew 1

DPdr sidney sperry thinks it likely that the jewish followers of

jesus werewore a record keopinq people aridandarld that they recorded all
that transpired in the vernacular of the day which wouldwoald beoe

A r ammaamaramaic consequentlyconsertconseqt manyientlybently greekgree manuscripts would be trans
2lations of original kramnicaramnic writings this could accountaccoacca forunt

might bobe a reflection of a biblicaltypebiblical speechtype used on the

americanamerlean frontierpontierf in the 1820s rather than the results of a

translation of ati purportedpur orientalportedtorted record A thorough

chomsky 0 eitciteltil PP 1575815758157C

2 sidney B sperry private conversation andcand classroom
lectures briihambrinham
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investigation of this problem is beyond the scope of this the-

sis but would seerescornseemseede to be an appropriate subject for research 1

procedurefragqdw

the procedure involved in the research was varied

durinedaringduringdarlne the process of learninelearnins113arninrlear hebrewnins the writer kept notes

on material that hohe thoughtthoubr would be important to such a study

as this when the time arrived for actual research to begin

there were three major activities that occupiedoccupied the interest
of the writer thetho first was a careful perusalperupual of almostlmost all
the entriestries in davidsons lexiconlexiconslexicon2 for2 the purpose of acquir-

ing a working knowledge of idiomatic expressions and construc-

tions as a point of beginning As these idioms were discov-

ered anin attempt taswas made to find a corollary in the book of

mormon

the secondseco activityildtidbid was complementary to the first
the small piatesplatesplatos werewe readroadre carefully

4

many times with each

reading there were extracted those expressions that seemed to

the writer to be of a hebraic aturenatureacture an attempt was made to

analyseanalyze and identify each peculiar grammatical construction
and each unusual phrase either by reference to books of gram-

mar usage in the old testament or through the medium of

lexicons an attempt has been made to indicate t1i6sethose instances

cursory examination of letters journals and ser- b
mons of the time fails to indicate phrases to be
as commoncotti incaonraon them as in the book of mormon further consid-
eration of this problem is given in chap II11 of this thesis

2 B david son 0 analtljajjj

z

th iti t ht

en

in

hebr ic n

hg s

1cursory

davidson the ana

lmost

ee

almost
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in which it has not been possible to documentcamentdo the expression

or to understand fully thetho connotation

the third activity was a lineal comparison of the 1920

edition of the book of mormon with thetho recentlyrepent publishedly re-

print of the first edition of the book it was understood

that some minorinorlnor changes had been executed in the later edi-

tions mostly of a grammatical nature studiesstudios ininhobrewloheinHolahehebrewbrew led

the writer to believe that some usages which might be consid-

ered grammoticqlly incorrect in english would not be so in

the formerfortforr languageiier it Is to be remembered that one of the

assumptions underlying the research was that the prophet

joseph smith probably tended to be literal in his translations
the writer was interested in attempting to ascertain whether

these english errors were in reality a reflection of the

translatorstranslator limited education or whether they were a product

of lebrewhebrew1 sentence structures that were retained in the trans

pation one that has benbeen challenging and satisfying

wilford C wood joseph smith
salt lakeisakelaye oltycityoltcit deseret0 newslews Ppr 19580Y e s s 9re ss 7 1958

er s t 0 0 d

m

t
itically

wh ether

struc tures

lation
the entire study has been a most stimulating preoccu-

pationn

begins his work

itieallycallyeaily
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i
A consideration that merits some discussion in this

1 jaj&

S component of the americanamerica language prior to the yearyerly 18501830 if
0

there are hebrew idioms oundfoundaund in the book of mormon do they

reflect the culture that produced joseph smith or are thesero

0 idioms in reality a rendition from an original and authentic

oriental record

that the bible has had notable influence upon the eng-

lish literature is indisputable1sputable abraham katsh in his analy-

sis of hebrew influence on americalamericanameridalamerlean lufcyllfcyI1 suggestsilfelife that were

one to eliminate from the english literature whatever it owes

to the biblebiblo and hebraic writings the remainder would be

barely recognizable ho states
all modern literatures have borrowed unsparingly fromfron

the scripturescrlptures and their subsequent hebrew writings and
haveave been as a result influenced by the latter but
english literature has so thoroughly assimilated those
scriptures and writings that they seem to have rendered
the hebrew patriarchs and prophets as people born on eng-
lish soil 2

abraham katsh hebrew in
0re

1

1941 P S

2 ibid

SN

thesis Bis thebtb0 extentxtenfc to which biblical idioms had become a
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ranserangepanse ouroar presentpresetacreseta day englishenglis lit-erature which is steeped in scriptures the biblicalbiblic pre-
cepts injunctionsjunctionsln nobility of thought and matchless ol01el
oquonce arearo the boropsourceburop of ouchmuch that is greatest in english
literature

eiegieele

invariedinvarieainvar bly f inge r- s ta ined

I11i s

lienllen

oii61i

derdef I1

oriorl Z

thetho extent to which english literature has been moulded

by the hebrew scriptures is not questioned but it should be

pointed out that thesethose numerous adopted phrases to which

dr katsh refers are not necessarily idiomatic but rather
graphic or picturesque As exampleexamples heho cites a place in the

sun

refpefers

lebiea

necneaessar ma t I1 c

nobilitnobilio

10
ordr katsh concludesconccone thatludesludos these

longrangeionglong influences reached

among others one prime reason forporror this vast and far
reaching influence is the esteemesteen in which the bible ws held

for generations by englishspeakingenglish peoplesspeaking and their integ-
rity in1 earnestlyn studyingqtudyinsit it

for centuries the bibleiblebibieibie has been the most popularPLIlarpullarPO
bookb unlike any other bookbooc the bible was and is co-
nstantly read and reread some people have by virtue of
frequent repetitiouropetitiousrepetitious readings of the biblebibie committed to
memory wholewhoie chapterschapter even books in the exact phrase-
ology again up to wellnighellwellelieilweliweil inniehnigh thei nineteenth century
the bible was the only book that anymany homeshopshors ownedowne andd

that book was invariably finger stained 2

As a result of this intimate knowledgeknowl thatedve people had

with the bible

the influence of the hebrew scripturesscripture penetrated
deeply into our everyday languagelangua although we may not be
fully aware of this since the bible has foundoandband its defi-
nite place in the english literature its effect on our
vernacular is not only self evident but also inevitable
A philological examinationexalinaexauinaaUinaex oftyon our speech findsinds numerous
phrasephrases the origin of whicwhichchic is biblical

go to tiaotiletiie ant thou sluggard the ways of a man with

EMI
2ibid pap4 5 biclibidP 50 p 46

31 bid p 54
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a maid that call black white and white black etc 1

upon contrastingcontrastinfcontrastino the above phrases with idiomatic ex-

pressions suchsach as to cast one eyes carried away on the

winswingswinoswynos of the spiritaspirit1 from11from before1 by the hand of to
say in onei heart ft to lift up one head etc 3 the dif-
ference is immediately apparentapparentg for the latter either have a

meaning that is obscure to one that is not acquainted with he-

brew or they have a form that is alien to english expressloneexpressionexpress

we

lonelono

then ask ourselves the question was common eng-

lish speech ever like the biblebibie

herehero an interesting question presents itself was
there ever a time when the english people used naturally
the kind of speech that is used in our bibles and if so
when like many another question this one is more easily
asked than answeredoansweredanswer butedo to answer it first and then
qualify the answer afterward 9 it may be said that between
1500 and 1540 the normal manner of speech and writing was
more like the english of the bible than at any other timeotimcotimetineat first sight we might suppose that the king james
bible would have beenboonboen written in the language current in
1611igil but we must recollect that this version was based on
those translated earlier more particularly on those pub-
lished from 1525 to 1560 2

butterworth quotes from the literature of shake-

speare and francis bacon to show that they echo an established

biblical style but notes that these are not typical examples

of a current way of writing that parallels the prose of the

scriptures he points out that john bunyan wrote in a style
patterned after the king jamejames bible but that this style was

limlibidbibid 11

speare

PP 545654
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56
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textualteki parallelstua1tuai to thetho doctrine and covenants and book of

commandments as found in the biblell1310 unpublished master s the-
sis div of religion brigham young university 1951
chap IV particularly

tendebende cy
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almitlmit
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not typical of his time because of other influences which

were setting up newer fashions of writing thetho beneralgeneralczene trendralrai of

writers of prose was away fromfrotiifrothi the style of the scriptures and

not bowardtoward it 1

N

butteButtorbutterbutterworthsrwortliworth discovered howeverIno awevervever notablenot exceptioncablecabie

to the trend of prose writers away from the scriptures if
joseph smith copied a biblical style of expressing his thoughts

when he wriswnsans writing of things that by naturenntureiture were religionsreligious
he was doinedoingdolnedoldoi thatapnp which seemed to be a naturalncatural tendency for
writers of proseproso of earlier days for this is the phenomenon

the aforementioned writer describesidescribesdescribe
there seems to have been even in muehnauchmuch earlier timetimes

a line of distinction between the languagelariiarilarl ofguaseguage religious
things and that of secular things it is observable that
when the theme is religious the prose takestoelkes on a tone that
ikesmakes it not unlike the bible whereas the normal style of
writing about ordinary affairs in the saoesame period might
show no such resemblance As early as 1400 you can findind
passages of religious writing that approximate the bibli-
cal style but thetiletlle similaritysimliasimila turnsarityanity out to be due to the
subject matter more thaothan to the common habits of speech
bhatthat were then i ictuallydually in use

evidently thenthena 14001.414 is too early and 1600 too late
for us to find a current manner of speakingspe andqaklng writing
which resembles that of the bible 2

mention hasiriasirlas been maderaade above that joseph smith may have

imitated earlier writers of prose by employing a biblical style
whenever the subject matterfitter pertained to religious values but

another hypothesis obtainsobtainsoobtain to brinobring this into perspective
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againae butterworthzain is quoted

we havehove soensoonseenbeen that the english of the bible corresponds
in a general way to the mode of writing that was current
in the first half of the sixteenth century the resem-
blance evenoven at that time was of course only general for
in one respectrasp theoct style of the bible could never really
have become wholly identified with the native english
speech inasmuch as the bible is essentially a translation
from other and more ancient languages being a transla-
tion our bible inevitably carries over into its pages cer-
tain concepts certain traits of thought and peculiarities
of expression that are riotnot natural to the english habit
of speech but belong to the languages of the original
textstext 1

the crucial point of this discussion is to what extent

these certaincert traitsalzi of thought and peculiarities of expres-

sion of hebrew had been integrated into the vernacular of the

american frontier
B H roberts enters into a considerable and detailed

treatise on the manner in which the translation of the bookboo
2of mormon wswas accomplished he comments that

the prophet saw the nephite characters in the uriourlo and
thumrnimtharfttiiim through strenuostrenuous mental effort the exercise of
faith and the operation of the inspiration of godG uponod his
mind hohe obtained the thought represented by the nephleenephlbenelphiteneldNelpnedd
characters

hite
understood them in the nephite characters

understood them in the nephite langualanguage and then expressed
that understanding the thoughttho intight such language as he was
master oc 3

there can be no doubt
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but what the interpreta-
tion obtained was expressed in such language as bhethe
propheth could command in suchauch phraseologyP as he was ma-
ster of and common to the time and locality where he lived
modified of course by the application of that phraseology
to facts and ideas in the nepaltenepkiite scriptures he was trans
lating ideas new to himhic in many respects and above the

bid
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ordinary level of the prophets thinkinginkingtb and also the
phraseology was superior to that he ordinarily used be-
cause of the inspiration of god thatthab was upon him

this view of the translation of the nephite record ac-
counts for the fact that the book of mormon though a
translation of an ancient record is nevertheless sivencivenelivengilven
in enellsenglishenglis idiom of the periodteriod and locality in which the
prophet lived and in the faulty english moreover both
as to composition phraseology and grammar of a person
of joseph smithssmithy limited education and also accounts for
the sameness of phraseologyphraseoloco and literary style which runs
throughrough the whole volume 1

no temptattemptcatrat will be made herehero to correlate the last
quotation of butterworth withilithillth the last one of roberts it
seemsseens that a valid researchresearcesear problemh would be an investigation
of the debrelldegreedegrelldebree to which hebrewlikehebrewrebrew idioms were common in

western nernewnet Y yorkork in the early part of the nineteenth century

it nitludenitis ludea problem of suchauchsueh magnitudemai-r that it cannot bo undertaken

in thistillstilis thesis the researcher would abreeayreeagreeabnee with roberts that
joseph smith did understand thetiie inscriptions on the plates in

thetho languagelangus in whichwhich they were written also to be consid-

ered is a statementstelteme of dr sidney 11 sperry in which he is ex-

plicit that the primeprine fallingfailing of most inexperienced translators
is that their translations tend to follow the language and the

2form of the originalorigin tongue

thus while it is important to know whether biblical
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the researcherdeseiresei willacherxcher investigate the assumption that any such

peculiarities in the smallsmo11smail plates are there as a legitimate

reflection of the originaloricinal inscriptions
t he
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CHAPTER 111IIIlii

EVIDENCES OF peculiaritiesPECULIA OFRIMESrines HEBREW GRAMMAR

AND LANGUAGE IN THE SMALL PLATES

each language has certaincertai peculiarities and chara-
cteristics unique to itself which are readily discernible to

students of languages one of the most important keys for
differentiating between languages is the grammatical co-
nstruction

it is a wellweli established principle in linguistics that the
nature of a languagelanu isaeeage determined not by its words but
by its grammar and structure languages borrow words but
do not generally borrow grammar from one another or do so
only to a very limited degree the majority of words in
the english language are roman they have come into the
language through the influence of french after the norman
conquest yet english is regarded as a germanic langualanguage
by virtue of the fact that its grammar Is generally ger-
manic 0

1

for the purposes of this thesis there will be dis-

cussed some peculiarities of the 1lebrewlebrew language and grammar

in order to examine certain properties of the book of mormon

vocabularyvocabulaxy

benjamin davidsonDavi indoon commenting on the biblical vo-

cabulary expresses himself thus

the working vocabulary of hebrew is comparatively small
many rare words occur 9 as we should expect 9 in books like
job but the running vocabulary of average prose is

chonskychomsky ojO0 cP it po 160
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I1 srael pro

isicesic and simple

dr sperrysporry has observed that isaiah has a larger vo 1

lleile s i e th 1 e r0 T he avin 0 h s

cabularytabulary than any other prophet of the old testament 5 and that
lordscords
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meagre qisj an simpler
j

dro

r

his vocabulary Is 2186 wordso7ordswordsw 2
c

A cursory count of the vocabulary of the book of mor
E

mon reveals approximately 2696 word roots J thus in the omem

ployment of a limited number of words it is found that the

book of mormon parallels the old testament if there happen

to bobe words in the smallsmailscallscali plates that are not found in the bi-

ble 9 it must not be assumed that they did not occur in the

hebrew language because the vocabulary of the old testament

was not the entire raneranpraap of the spoken vocabulary of that dayoday

it is possible that book of mormon writers were not 93 circum-

scribed by convention in written expression as apparently were

old testament writers
the biblical style was apparently a specialized liter-

ary ereenre g which was studied and cultivated by the artists
and writers of that period the early prophets and poets
of the golden era of hebrew literary creativity must have
founded a classical tradition which served as a model for
subsequent generations of prophets and writers e 0 the
fledglingfledfied prophetslineliny may have been drilled in these classi-
cal models and trained to cast their ideas and feelings

A bo t
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sidney bo sperry the voice of
salt lake city deseret book company 1952t7 P 15 citing

G L robinson th0 D of p 2523

byaby3by word roots is meant the basic word from which comes
all derivatives the verbyverbs substantive adjective etc for
example eroprophoc oc 9 jelejel6JEljelap prophe
po
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into the established stylistic ilioldsmoldsoldsnoldsoids
it may howeverhowe beveryverg safely assumed that the classical

models of the biblical language are not typical of the
dily conversationconversatlonaconversationajconversationalconversa languagetlonationa employed by the butcherbatcher
the brbakerker andnand the candlestick maker undoubtably the
conversational language was simplersimp moreierylerolery flexible and
lackinglocking the artistry characteristic of the biblical style
it had more in common with the socalledso mishnaiccalled or post
biblical hebrew it made up in simplicity flexibility
andeind dynamicdyn qualitiesimlc forqu what it lacked in grandeur and
elegance

to conclude there seems to havehove existed side by side
in pre exilic palestine two distinct linguistic traditions
the literary or classicclassicalelassie and the popular conversational
the first tradition followed generally the canaanitic or
utzariticugariticUgar literaryitic models which date back to the pre
biblical days in11 its poetic style its parallelisms vo-
cabulary metaphors and locationslocutionslocut theions biblebibie frequently
evinces a striking resemblance to these ancient documents
the second tradition had its roots apparently in the
vernacular which the early hebrew ancestorsnc hadestors brought
with them fromframfranfron their native homeland in mesopotamia name-
ly aramaic

to reiterate the above point

it is certainly inconceivable that the seven or eight
thousand vocablescablesvo found in the hebrew bible constituted
niinil the words that were current in the language during
that period just as it would be absurd to assume that the
25000 words used by shakespeare or the 12000 words em-
ployed by milton represent the total vocabulary in vogue
in their respective periods even the close to 30000
wordswordwoud nn unusually high number used by james joyce in
ulysses fall far below the number of words recognized by
the averageoverage reader the size of the recognition vocabu-
lary of college studentstudents has been estimated to be between
1500003500003.50000 and 200000 2

I1 one facet of the limited vocabulary of hebrew is the
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xiotablenotablexiotabletabie paucity of adjectives in the hebrew language al-
though it may appear to the englishspeakingenglish readerreadespeaking of the old

testament that there seemsscorns to be an abundance of descriptive
words and phrases especially in degreesde ofrreesarees comparison it
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nomnoa compscompa raalvetlve quality Se

onmunonaun 3 hence what appear to us in

english to be bonafide adjectivalq phrases are not in reality
such in hebrew

there has been an equally observed paucity of adjec-

tives in the early paespagespees of the book of mormon

in the first five chapters of I1 nephi covering about
elevenclovencleven pa es there are onlyohly somesomo sixty or seventy differ-
ent adjectives in allali not counting a few numerals

aa1a

2ibidbibid
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must be remembered that this comparison is achieved through

devious means comparisoncomparispn Is achieved by usin the simple

form of thevaomnomae dlctlvo followedfollo ithrithwoelwoclweel the use of the prepo-

sition ffromff therom comparative theywere
swifter than eagles and strongerbt thanronger lions1lionso is achieved fre-
quently by the use of a stative verb the superlative degree

can be expressed either by use of the simple adjective with

thetho article or thetho simple adjective followed by the geni-

tive of a noun or a pronoun

and the demonstratives those that were employed are
of the most simple kind those writers reduced the
use ofOX adjectives to the minimum by substituting nouns for
them 4

it seems a matter of no small consequence to find such

a sparing use of adjectives in the book of mormon limited
adjectives and vocabulary of themselves are not conclusive

evidence thatthnatchnat the book of mormon is a product of a semitic

speaking people but coupledcoucaueau withpledpied all the other grammatical

evidences that forthwith will bobe presented it is felt that
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hebrew syntax is relatively simple because of the ever

recurring and the hebrews arearcancane anah andlovingcandand peopleloving among

them there is a dislike to begin a sentence without andtand1anda

selsei itenceirence tobtog th

reureajiDirity

iliill

aritybrity

20
one shouldshouldsh bebouldauldouid hesitant to assume that anatiatl unschooled lad of

twentyonetwenty couldone be the author of a work that is so complete-

ly consistent with rules of grammargnagra andarmaratmar structure of the he-

brew tongue

the conj munctunct

hence evenevon books are commenced withnithvith it ex 11 falc

ruthbuthlruth 11 itittl A blanceglancebiance at anyiny literal translation of the old

tostninont will immediately reveal the affinitytIffin thatity the writ-
ers possessed for this conjunction

the clausesclaubes in a greek or latin sentence are built togeth-
er by thetho use of particles participles relative and
other subordinate clauses 9 a number of thoughts are ex-
pressed in those languages in their perspective andind re-
lation to ech other and presented as anrinrunoun artistic whole
it amnymny bobe with only one principal verbverbo the hebrew habit
iais tofcobuo coordlmtecoordlnislte rather than subordinate and one princi-
pal verb follows anotherioot1aera with a regularity which reminds
one of thetho simple speech of children 2

one need only to select a few verses in the small

plates in order to ascertain that this pattern of hebrew syn-

tax is observed

And it came to pass that whewhen I1 jacob had spoken
thesethebe words the power of the lord came upon him insomuch
bhatthat he fellcellrellreilfelifeil to the earthearthyearthe and it came to pass that he
was nourished for the space of many days and it came to
pass that he said unto the people gather together on the
orrowmorrowornowTii forforiI1 shall die wherefore I1 desire to speak unto
the people before I1 shall die and it came to pass that
on the morrow the multitude were gathered together and he

I1 davidsondavids on isjiansjs P 184 0
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siisllsilriilcar examples are found in

II11 nephi 263265 281214 and 517 these references do not

exhaust thetho list but demonstratedernionstrz that and often stands before

each word or phrase in a serlesseries in the book of mormon

sometimessoneSome andtItues is used only prior to the last word or
R5phrase in a series eg

ilelle

afeaee

sivegive unto them

neeneq 5811381158385811 omomaomooao11 12829
2 davidson hebrew syntaxsjntax p 184
3 mone 1628igo160ige 1028 hene411 251225

davidson

.1212

hebrew syntax p 184 611gil wene 26132615

teathethathe

khovkhqv ust
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spake plainly untoonto thethemthea and denied the things which he had
taught thermthornthointhemmthein and confessed the christ and the power of the
holy ghosghostaghos and the ministering of angels andarid he spake
plainly unto them that he had been deceived by the power
of the devil and he spake of hell Q of eternity and
of eternal punishment and he said I1 fear lest I1 have
committed thetho unpardonableunpardon sinrible for I1 have lied unto god
for I1 denieddenie thetho christghrist and said that I1 believedbelbei theloved
scriptures and they truly testify of hiohimhlo and because I1
have thus lied unto god I1 greatly fear lost my cause shall
be awful but I1 confess untount god 1

in addition to theuchobuhe common use of the conjunctionJunction and

to connect words in hebrew it often stands before each word

in a series as illustrated in genesis 2014 or I1 samuel 1320 2

ewe find in the book of mormon these statements that follow

this patternpat thetirterngterno pointershe in the ball did work
i

according to the falthfaith and dilieencedaligrencediligencedilieddlldAli andencegrence heed which we did

they will reject him because of their
iniquities and the hardnessixdnessredness of their hearts and the stiff-
ness of their necks similar

with the last of threes an example

of this is found innin thethothenthea small plates unto every kin-

dred tonguetong and piepeople working mighty miracles signs and

wonders
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4 ne 1615 see also I1 neno 211 324 101 13561336
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I1

I1hiahimhla
the field and the cave of makhpelahMakh inpelah order to bury
sarah therein ephron says ha dadehgadehsadeh natatinabati lakh
genesis 2511231123 the11 literal translation of which is the

field I1 savegavebavo unto you

buitbult

22

an additional facet of the use of the conjunction is

that if several nouns are coupled by d the possessive pro-

noun must be repeated with each of thistat1 principleids there is
ampieample demonstration in the small plates the observant reader

wiilwill notice such expressions as for he truly testi
Q

s silver and his precious thinesthings tislayingslaying food by

thetlletile way with our bows and our arrows and our stones and y

slingsslinks 4

rhe proffhe fcc e

totiotvo comprehend this peculiarityculiarity we raustmustmaust understand that
in early hebrew the idea of a perfect or imperfect tense of a

verb was unknown in the sense that wowe impute to these forms

classical or biblical hebrew has an intricate design
of expressing time of action or state in verbs unlike
the indoeuropeanindo languageeuropean biblical hebrew as wellvrellweli as
other semitic languages makes no timedistinctionticetime thatdistinction
is past present and future in the verb forms the
tenseideatense inidea these languages is related not to the time
butblit to the kind of action the differencedAf inference tense is de-
termined by whether the action in the mind of the speaker
is completed or uncompleted the perfect may thus
denote also action which is represented as accomplished
or absolutely definite even though it is continued into
the present time or is even still in the future

as if to convey the impression
that the field is already in abrahams possession even

davldsonDav ldson
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before the nattermatter of payment was negotiateddegotinegoti

to

iated

comprehend the function of the propheticpro perfectphotiephotic

oneono mustmutistaust understandulderstandunderstanduLder thatstand anzin actionct stilllonion in the future but

whichirh inichiehleh the mind of the speaker will be brought to fruition
permits useube of the definite perfect tense

this usavageusafjeusaage is very common in the elevated language of the
prophets whosewhoso faith andgand imaginationim solgincat vividlyionlon project
before them thethoth everitevent or scene which theythevchev predict that itappears alreadyalreenalreei realizedreallrealidy itzedsed is part of the rposepurposerapose of
god andindin therefored to the clear eyes of the prophet al-
ready as goodyood as accomplished 2

B IL roberts wasnasvrazvram confronted on one occasion with this
veryvory problem inizi a challengechallenire that appeared in the paes of thetche

saltsait5 lakedake tribune there3 were1 a0 number of issues put to

roberts ammonomong therethorntheen the following

this allegedal prophetlegred nephi siveselves himself away even
worse in the 31st51st chapter of the second book by forgetting
that he waswras prepropne tendtonetenetenctendlntendenenrinr to write in thetimie sixthmie century be-
fore christ andgand tretintres the baptism of christ as actual
history which it really was he notriot only refers to it in
thetiletlle past tense but actually indulgesindult inres a regular camp
meeting exhortation to the brethren 11

tilemtilen

irllri

monenone tiemtien

lisils

chalchai lenire

oyidbrid

exhorting them in
accordance with the revival stylestylo of 1828 to repent of
theirfchoir sins tt and ifollowfollowI their lord and savior down inln to
hethebho watorwater promising that after theriatthifcthriat they liallshallshailshalis have the

baptism of fire mdtyid of the holy ghosghostaghos 4

our knowledge of the prophetic perfect resolves this
problem and it is evident what iephi has done if this chap

terbortor is readreazareaud carefullyA it is seen that nephi is projecting in-

to the future but that he does use thetho past tense as if the

chomsky QJ c it P 1621620 italics are chomskischomskyschomskylsChomsky
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baptismbaptise of christ were n accomplished fact this Is emph-

asized in order to point outaut that this grammatical structure
the prophetic perfect Is used consistently by nephi in his
prophecies andmd predictions

the readerreadersreaderlsreaders attention is directed to the fact that
chapters 25- 52 of II11 nephi comprisecoincolncoid one0prise propheticilerie passage and

that there are other instances within these chapters wherein

the prophetic perfect appears to bobe used i1 also tinefiletlletiie prophetic

discourse of nephi az03 recorded in I1 nephi 111411 1414y contains
manyonny statements of events which arerarecare inlii thebhe future but are de

bcrlbed by nephiwephimephimechi as if already transpired these would appear

boto noetmootneet the criterion of the prophetic perfect tense

ISSISL
in hebrewHb itrewrow Is convenient to consider the verb as

the root outaut of which the other parts of speech grew thoushthoughthaurrh

there arearc manyi nouns not traceable to extant verbal stermssternsstems 112

bcrscy ibed 1 y

coecok nete accuse tivefive is to produce a con-

crete instance of the effect or product of the action ytaytjtt3tta so

in genesis 082108 is found j77 DITT we havehove dreamed a

drdrentadreataentaoniaeata

the repetition of the saoesame soundbound or paronomasia
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which results from the use of the cognate 31cctisatlvencausative is repug-

nant to enllsh spekin people and Is avoidedvoidedsi whenever po-
ssible in the hebrew text efof the old testamenttestelment this phenome-

non occurs frequently below are some examples followed by

the authorized translationtransitransjtran insJ parentheses kill i killing
non

slay and bankeuanke redy serve a service perform the ser

vice2 andmci david fasted a fast and david fasted3
conspired11conspired a0 conspiracy made a conspiracy wept a

real weeping wept very sore

in the followingollowiner passagesssages also there is employment of

the cognate accusative only the marginal reading will be

elvengiveneiven instead of the authorized branlationtranlationtranslationbrantranuranupan oflation thetho phrase as

embodiedembodled within the text of the bibleobiblebibiebibler thesethosethebe marginal read-

ings are fled a flight 6 wall a wall17 feared a fearfeci 8

fashioner of his fashion and the desire of solomonSolot whichnon

he deslrod110

with the above definition somesonesonie cognateconnate accusatives
from the book of mormon will be examined which demonstrate

their harmony with the constructionconstrliction of semitic languages
1 1

see n vision from either the verb 71 S or dt7

ex unplesplespiesun
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erierleil 6 cursefllctirse

I1 ne 225

I1
I1 I1

I1

ratornator should bobe used in this single instance in which it ap-

pears to be aca derivative of a preceding verb

enumeration

the style of enumeration in the book of morenonmormonmorxnon follows

1 ne 1017 11II none 2142-0 9o93ao9014 2 ne ls 18118110

I1

4mene 1629 11II wene 518318 ll1111 mene 5sll5

I1
mil011mii

neND511 515315 nos Is 1513 71
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coancoxn idletetdletetolete concordance of the book
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speak 3 thing both also fromfron the rootdrt orkwork a

work 2 write n writing3writingswriting sow3 abow111sow seed4 build build ings5
desiredesirodesiredeblue a desire0desireodesireddesiredesir curso0 with a cursedcurse1curse and107 yoke11yoke with a

yoke 8

theretl Islere one very curious passage in the first edition
of thetho bookbool of mormon in which the prophet employs a word that
is extremely uncommon today it is postulated that he was fol-
lowing a atternpattern of translating rather strictly and when the

originaloriginvi writers used an apparent cognate accusative the

prophetProp translatedtransilaet itssted9ted equivalent nephi states that there is
n place prepared even that awful hell sjlcl

sj is the gpg of it1 9t in the current edition
the wordroj grqaratrrd ir or has been replaced by foundadounda tion in

other first edition passages the prophet has used either
fo und er or ljsylJ butSy it is strange that the word jaj2

jjj

cit p 5838
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the principles of the lebrewhebrew1 languagelanu extensivelyare much more

consistently than does the authorized translation this would

seeaseembeem to be analiatialq indication tantthnt the translation aademade by thetho pro-

phet was more thanthin a matter of expressiexpressing in conformance with

his native culture and word dusoeusoe the concepts that he acquired

through his study of the plates
numbers composed of tens and units eg 2 usually

appear in the older writings vithwith the larger number first and

thetho two numbers joined by and therefore twentytw anaptyeptyenty three 1

when therethore areoreire higher numbers involved this order usually
2maintainsmaint thusginsnins hundreds and tenstons and unitsaitsaltslitsul

there are only six instances in the stallsmall plates where-

in thetho writersritersir had occasionoccaasion to enumerate thetho number of years

that andhnd passed away and weire find that they adhere to the stand-

ard formforo hence is read for behold

w

fifty and fiveivelve years

hadhod passedp awayissedis 1sed beanboanbegan to be old and an hundred and sev-

enty and nine years had passed away yea and in fineinelne two

hundred and eighty and two years hadhod passed away the re-

maining threethroe occasions are found in jarom 113 omni 1513 and

oaniomni Is 5

preeprepireeos s

in rebardregardrerxard to the usage of some of the prepositions and

prepositional phrases usedbused in the small plates one would notriot

have the temerity to suggest whtwhaht exact form waswab used in the
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dinadatidaridarlrilyarlly landboundland americansbound would probably be inclined to

thinkthini that an object is driven bj the wind instead of before

it in the old testament the expressionspressions nt rj upon

the face of the wind1il7indl and 7701015ign770 to1 the015 face of the

wind have beeboonboenbeen translated before the wind as objects are

so moved by it

into a mountain

nephi states As I1 sat pondering in my heart I1 was

caught away in the spirit of the lord yeayen into an

s 1842 1843 in hebrew text
s 555355 isa 1715

I1 f

windiwinda

bonabon4

cengrengr lish

2psaps
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original records because it would often be possible in hebrew

to use one of many variations in a given circumstance but it
can be pointed out that these expressions do meet the require-
ments of correct usage the first phrase to be examined might

appear to be a bonafldebonafide english expression but this is not

crucialcrucia to the stated purpose of this discussion it is of

concern whetherwilether this and the subsequent prepositions could be

grammatically correct in hebrew or if there is similar usage

in the old testament
i

before the wind

in I1 nephi 188 and 9 is found the expression driven

forth before the wind As an english nautical ternitermteruteruiterel this
phrase is meaningful it has the connotation of the direction
in which the wind blows it is noted that in the instance
quoted above in I1 nephi the context is nautical but or-

dinarily
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exceeding hlhhah mountain on another occasion he said I1

nephi diddad go forth nt the top of the mountainmounmaun 2tain he also
aroserose and wentventwrentwient up int 0 the mountain

and did pray oft unto the

lordloralorglopa 4

for us the preposition into expresses motion or di-

rection toward the inner part or place of aci thinlything and we

sense thatth when one Is standing upon the surface of a mountain

hohe Is ulonujonponajon it and not into it the latter Is not an uncommon

isaceusace in thetiietile old testament 3 the hebraic forms commonly used
r

bronnronaron la the inountalay nnn mountalnwardmountainward f and

7t& to or toward or unto aei mountain it8 should be

noted herehorehopehepe t11jtimit the preposition 3 on rare occasions after
forbsyorbsverbs of notionmotion meansmoansme jo 9 at least on one occasion

nro unto or to the head of the mountain has been

translated into the topbuop of the mountain which translation
parallels the boolboolebooi of mormon

4 hone 18501851830
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someomoomeonosone hebrew phrases

into the mountain n attention is called to the fact that the

translation of the snallsmallsnail plates Is more consistent belatirelativerelati to

the use of this preposition than is the old testamentTest forment not

onceonco is the ideidea of xnovetientmovetoent to be found in the former other

than into a mountain it is curious that in the revelation
given lo10to joseph smith in june 185010301830

yoodwoodhood ap2p cit 9 PP 5 and 49 respectivelyrespective

5030

the king jamesjames1janesjamesa translators have not been consistent
in rendering into englishenglengi thetholish above hebrew propositions be-

cause at times they have translated themtherathen in a different manner

from that indiccatedindicated above 1 evidently there is sufficient ba-

sis for joseph smith to havellave translated s

I1 iinn

iyolyo

tt2ttaintolato exceedingly hihaih mountaininountti ttun

arrived to

in the current edition of thetho book of mormon one readsroads

thatt110 int spspeakingenkinG to nephi thetho lord said after ye have ar-
rived in thetho promised land 0 0 10

t13

which is a restoration of

n revelation fivengivenpivenbiven to moses we read the words of god

which he spalspake unto mosesmosos atamt aici time when moses was caught up

j3j3 nn

subsequently nephi re-

cords after wowe had sailed for the space of many days we did

arrive at the promised landleand
j11

the point observed here is that
in each passage in the original edition the arrival of nephi

R
andend his irtypartyairty is to the promised landand 5 the feeling that

the preposition ITJS beenbeeri translated as untountqunta in
exodehodE 5424kod also dinn has been rendered unto the mountainmounnoun
in

tanntaUn
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I1 none 71 see also I1 ne 16710470

john2jo1in mcfadyenFadyenMe KQJjs2lto Jintroductointroductor

roadingreading
31

comescornea from roadingroadincroadint thesethose passages Is oneono of movement toward

the promised land the prepositionproposition in hebrew that is used to

indicate notionmotion is which is best translated to gramG

mcniticallymalienllynatleamaLien

ram

thenllyliy thesethosethebe instances could bobe proper hebrew idleidio

anticmnticmv constructions beinboin correctly translated by the prophet

joseph smith arrivednrrlvodirrivedrivedir to in the first edition of the book

orof mormon

to wifewifbif
in i fonfowfeitfenfeltfeir instances inli thei small platespiates wherein a man

takes a woman to bobe his wife there is noted a characteristic
hebrew expressionuxpresslonlxpressione eg his sons should take daughters to

wifewifbif in hebrew a matimanmatlcan does not marry a woman butbat he takes

herhorhophep to wife or she is given to him to wife 2

by the hand of

this is a very interesting hebrew phrase that shows

instrumontniity1 itnatrumentc isi1ity common in the old testament as illus
trnlodtr in exodus 92359935 as the lord has spoken by moses lit-
erally by the hanhand of moseshoses11 andoses in I1 samuelsomuol 2815 neith-
er by prophets literally by thetho handivand of prophets thistha
expressionVp appearsression twice on the title pabepacepage of the book of mor-

mon joseph smith stated that the titlepagetitietitle pasepage of the book of

mornionmormon is

2d ed edinburghEdAn T a- toA- Tbursh clankclarkjaxktaxk 1951 T P 13jjyjp
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tiietaie

ttatt4hand of 4

from before

this is otheranother typically hebrew expression bichwhich

could have been translatedtranslabedtrans fromlatedlabed at least two hebrew compounds

facentifaceti

32

on the left hand side of the collection or book of plates

this expression by the hmddmd of is found in the singular
form manyminy times in the small plateplatosplatespiatesliate 2s the pluralplura form by

thetho hands of is not found in the small plaesplatespiatespimes but is used

eight times in the rest of the book of mormon 53 by the hand

of P 9 couldcauld reflect thet1ie proper lessloss evolved hebrew of

the small plates whereas in mormonsmormoncormonsMoreor abridgmentmons of the re-

mainder of the records the lebrewhebrew1 which hd been altered
mormon as9s 2332 could33 possibly be similarsimila to the later com-

mon nontypicalnon pluraltypical PHP byH the handsfiands ofoof another ex-

pression which in hebrew would beie the same construction
but translated1nsloaterl differently because of the context is in the

pa oroilorl 3& bothbot can readily be translated from be-

fore the facefaco or presence of expressions suehsuch as our

spirits oustmust becomebeco subjectllie to that anel who fell from before

tchetiletlle presence of the eternal godlodtod and they were carried away

in the spirit from re my face axejreaee mosti quaint to our

mibh 0 R
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ldavidsondavidsonjdavidson cebrohebrohebreirHe yrbreir cynt3jntasyntx p 138

seeseo also genesisnesisGlegae 402 11II samuel 65 and

hosenhosonhosea 1

verboverbe

clescies

befbea ore without much ado illustrative
semiticsematic usageusatasat of this phrase is found in the marginalrginal readings

of eraezraeora 7l47247147 ecclesiastes114 105 and daniel 2182181 although
ezraeoraezpaeoreop andi daniel are in aramaic

repetitionrepetitlo of the propositionpreposition

it is common in hebrew when several words are united
under the power of the same preposition to repeat the prepo-

sition before enchemch word 11 there areiredre many instances of this in

the old testamentTesteb acbamont few of which are cited in hosea 219
verseverso 21 in the lebrewhebrew1 one reads I1 will betroth them unto

inemolne aljjljin righteousnessrif 9phteousnesspiteousness and jn judgment and in lovingkindnessloving 9kindness

andancl ildJLSin mercltociosmercitobiosTO cios

33
earsoars from a practical point of expediting speech we would

tend to drop the word bg foe

in the smallsmail plates there arearc many illustrations
of adherenceadherence to this grammatical rule in I1 nephi 14114- 1 one

reads that if the gentiles shall hearken unto the lamb of godQ

inln

od

thatthnttant day that he shallshillshali manifest himself unto them inirilriirl word

andnnd ilsoliso Jin powerpoirerpovier in very deed another example is found

in I1 nephi iggyifil1623 whereforewhereforeWho I1refore did arm myself with a bow and

nnan arrowarro 9 vithwith slingsslin nd with stones tat1 on one occasion

nephi quoted the prophet zenos who predicted the calamities
thatthot wouldwoud befall mankindeankindmankindm at the time of the crucifixion

thetho lord god surely shall visit all the house of israel
at that daydoy and others with the thunderingsthimderingsthunde andrings
the lightnings of his power bj terapostapostteoter byLZ fire and
b smokovsmokoy and vapor of darkness and bj the openingpening of the

f mg rginaiinal
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I1 nelltnelpt 19011 see also I1 ne 116 1825 11II mene 1181

515
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jar5-015 18
brookbank thetho jjjojituroveme XIIIrit 1909eraepa P 118

italics aroare brookbmtptt

uboube

jaj4
earthearthy andarid bj mountainsmountmaunt whichains shall be carried up 3

related to this henomenonphenomenonphenomenon of repetition althoughaltait nothouseh

to the prepositionproposition isestheisthethe repetitiverepetitiv use of the articleIrti how-

ever

elecleolg

this is not employed in every case for illustrations
of this practice in the book of mormon see I1 nephi 1825

II11 nephi 212 and 327

enajlae
this graminaticral teroterm is defined as the substitution

of one formforc of speech for anothernn

again

other
we find that the nephite authors made frequent

use of a figure of speech called enallageenallapeenallalaenal whichlape laaisa con-
venient term to express the substitution of oneoae genderga
person number cc1seiso mode tensetenso etc

pluralur

of the same word
for another and learned commentators inform us that it
was frequently applied by the ancient1ncic hebrewhebrewsnt 2

brookbank continues by stating that the plural forms

arecaredare often employed instead of singular in order to imply that
there Is more than one person or thing in the mind of the

speaker although the reference or addressdressid Is made directly to

only oneono to restate this the plural usage when the com-

munication was directly to one individual showedhowedbowed that this
person was not the only one to whom the message was pertinent

but thatthat others wereworetere to share in the thought ntimentsentiment or

promise etc this grammaticallmrftatical curiosity worked conversely

also when the singular form wasnas used in reference to a

groupgroubrou thetho individualinvividindividIn wasualdivid singled out as one of those who
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5535

formed the collective mass and thus was made to know that hehewheu

individually had responsibility A good example of this lat-
ter formforuf isormora oundfoundaund in the account of the giving of the ten cormcorncomcommcow

mnndmentsmcindments to the israelitesisraellismaell intes exodus 20 in the introductory

atermattermatten

shallshail prosper tiitei this passagessage illus-
trates the first explanation of the enallage as it is sivengivengivesive
above the lord in his addressAdressodressi to nephi commends him indi-

vidually for his rectitude and uses the singular pronoun but

when the lord states the blessings which will attend nephi

bid

reirel a rrlkable

febfes

ppap 12021120 21

nephinophi 1 7 5 5

condacondb biffiiffide d thetho wickednesswicliwicai of his brothersbro thetherso fear
of the lord camecane upon them and they fellellfelieli to the ground and were

about to worship meceph phi when he forbade them in so doing he

employed the singular j instead of the plural your this
exhortation to his brothers to refrain from their idolatrous

actc3ct is thus made with all the force of an appeal to each of

them individually 2

in I1 ne-phine- ha 21920 the lord commends nephi for his

faithfalth andondrand diligencedili and then promisesproiprox inasmuchdasesnAses as jeye shall
keep myllly commandments zo

refrrear 9a n

explanesplan

reckittrectitt
seqstq tes

bibidlibid

aaran

the plural form ye is used as the entire body of is-
rael is addresseddressedCeld but

there occurs a remarkable and uniform substitution of the
singular for the plural when the obligatiobligationobligato of the law is
being laid uponupotispoti the same people by the use of thou and
thy instead of ye andind yourtlyouzr however every individ-

ual is searched out and made to feel his personal accoun-
tability before the law almost as sensiblykensitsensit asly if he had
beenboonbeon commanded by namenane to observe it 1

A parallel to this instanceins intarleetalice the old testament is
s
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and seensseems to imply that these blessingsblessingsblessin wiliwilllorillrs also be extended

to hisilia posterity the pluralpill formr1 is substituted for the
s infill nr thoutholl 1

our attention is directed by brookbankBrook tobankebante a few pas-

sages in thetho old testamentestamenttestament whereinherein enallage is used exo-

dus 222225222223 and deuteronomy 819019 97 112021312021 1215121517012

As

01517015

thetho

17o17

lanuallanuao1.1lanu ofnguagenguaoage thetiietile smilismausw111smillSW platespiates111iliill is examined it is ob-

served thit thetiie appearance of the onallajeonaionalenal islabelaje common espe
2ciallycin31ybially in the second person there re alsoilsoaisohiso some instances

in which it is employed inill thetl third person J in the lineal
comparison m ide of the current edition of the frookf3ookboolc of mormonYor

with

irion

the orlim edition it wasiras found thatthccithabtacci t

sages

in three verses

of tlletite formerfori thisthiier grammaticcalijrammaticalgrammaticis phenomenon liashasilas been corrected
4to correspond to correct english usage one wonders why on-

ly three of these apprentnpprent english rammaticalgrammaticalgrammatical mistakes were

corrected to conformcortcollcolt toformforu english standards mdindZ the remainderrelnainder

s tjuct

it is believed by some that early hebrew likeilke classi-
cal arabic as preserved to this day had three cases the

ibid 9 p 120

2 none 102021 iiii 17121191712 11II119 kene 2152 used13
fourfoun bimeslimesulmestiitiz 29610296llesriesiles in10 verse 6 the lord sys thou fool and
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not exhaust the list
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nominative the genitiveggergegee andnitlve the accusative the genitive lais
cirjractorizod by an extremely close connection between the

governingoverning and governed words this phenomenon which has no

parallel in reekgreekG or latin is called the construct state 1

the most common demonstration of this relation is found

in the usage of the preposition ojof however under certain
circumstnncescircumstances the preposition in may be used in such expres-

sions as threatthroatgreat in power broken in
0hoartyhoarto1ieart 2 A book of mormon illustration of this last usage of

the construct statestato is lare in stature 5

thethoehe function of bhethe construct state generally then

is to show possession which is achieved in the english lan

uafo byIDY useuso of tllethe apostrophe to denote the possessoropossessorpossessoryposses

it
soroboro

is evident that chapter after chaptercharterchanter may be read
in thetho bookboole of mormon without findingfindinfindan a sinadsincdsingle1e possessive

and thetiletlle total number of suehsuchauch foriiiformsforforini iniii thethotile whole work
is surprisinglyaurprisin smallsmail considering thetho size of the volume
and thetho frequentfyefre occasions whichwhie arise for the possessive
rolatlonrelrolreiatlon

in thebhobheuhe smallsnallsnail platospintosplatesPD ccorbinccordinccordanfordinccdtes to brookbanks list
therethorothepe arearoape only seven words with the possessive jaj3 and oneono of

the so bellillelliliellEL 1lil employed twice thesethose are father s

I1 nephi 516316 ogsrhoses I1 nephi 108 najmenjme s I1 nephi 209
oor s II11 nephi 2727 J II11 nephi 283 cpckatricos
II11 nephinepa 301430111 and christchristss jacob 14 5 there are
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II11 nephi which appears boto iliveixiveaxhx been written by

no phi contains oneono possessive apostrophe

one does not beinbeginbesin to appreciate the statistical in-

sl nificnnce of the infrequentlyinfrequer employed possessive

beelbebi iningriningrini of

lorddord s
liollo

riaxia iie occurs about jajejajothreethuee hundred times in a pos
seelsivesesrlvoseedSeEl sensesensosensedsensessive in suehsuchauch pressionsexpressione ii miiiandmentssmandmonts of the
lord

suchsueh
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occasions whonwhen the possessive apostrophe occurs in chapter su

perscriptionsperscri bubblutbulotiozis thesethose areyre not part of the nephite writings

hnvinfilnxing beenboonbeon added atit aon laterlator date the superscription at the

belnnin

in the

book of mormonvlormo until one reiliesreiliosreirilizesreirel thellesliosiles innumerable opportun-

ities to employ it11 that existxast
the romarkabloaarkableremarkromarkret achinfchinthingableabloabie concerning the nonnoa useuso of lounsnounsi in
the commoncoxiii possessiveaon form is not yet half told for we
find tilethetlle form lordslorosdoros but twice in the entire bookboote of mor
oonmon while the equivalent of thothe construct state of nouns
usinuain his nainenainonatee

ninie of thebhotho lordtlord people11peoplett of11 the lord presence
orof the lordt promise of the lordalord1 etc to find it
j only out of aas possibleposaposo jrgetcabiecAble iree aundred
closely bo10 its nonusenon

our

use

attentionatten isbionblon directed by the abovequotedabove writerquoted

to the fact schabfchabtliateliat thetiletlle formforuforfol ols

jjijajj red approaches

is used twice out of four hun-

dred andnnd fifty possibilities the following phrases occur in

the construct fortnfonnfoneforan the number of times indicated within paren-

theses but never in thetiietile englishbullish possessivepossessives nannermannerrianlaer church of

liljllall 32 ils0iLS or0 bjd3s 58 kindom of

F 5838 jljijsssi 59 of

inning of I1 and II11 none phi jacob aimaalmaalua helanunHelheiriheiHe 111IIIlilliianunirilriici nephin
and IV hephi
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arearc handled differently from the english manneraineralnerma by

moansmoonsmeans of the construct casecaso in hebrew consequently the cor-

rect form would be rod of iron 11 the translation of thetho smallsnallsnail
platesplitespiates has boenboonbeen ratherrar4 consistentizistent in this respect examples

are rod of iroiron usedmused eight times in this fashionfa andshiota never

as the iron rod house of laban and the daughters of

ishmaelIshma

sionslon of constructs constitutes a unity and is a normal synta-
ctical structure

iablab

liii

iiilii

tiletlle

amiamt parallel
formsformaforca xeare found in the writings of me phi mdaialid jacobid nephi in

describing the preparations mademadonade for the journey into the wll

dornessder commentsness thtthzsttaht theythoy gathered all111ali pamannernanner of grain andanaano
02alo of

ilamilau

ar4r
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there are additional facets of the construct form oth-

er thantharl denoting possessionloostoos adjectivalsessionbession phrases egeq an

iron rod

there havohaavehave boenboonbeeybeen somei cases in which the translationtnslation
wasi renderedrenas inderoddoroddered more common english grammars to the

y

tent door

another facet of thetho construct foruformforrd is that a succes-

sion

an cellentexcellent exampleexe offimplerimplerieple this is found in

nesisgenesisgo 25257 wherewhore itinitiirlyri the hebrew text it reads and these

are the anysdnys f the lifelireilfe of abraliamAbrahabrahami

the seeds jacob in the

pnriblo of the olivoolive tree says thattint the servant 0 f the lord

pj thetiie vinevinovineyardyard did accordingaccor tofcotcottodinc the wordworo fof the lord 0 f the

vinoyirdvinevinoyird
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tinefcliiiotime of the crucifixion andaiearaldarealf predictspredipredlid nrmyotsets of11 theny kings of the
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lneingine pa 3 siv 1

I1 saesao

lreipe

tiietile

115113

iamoiano

tat1 ie part that the ctontlos shall have in this return he ex-

presses the serititiinitssontlinents tint thetiietlle lord will manifest toward the
pontileogontileogenGon andtileo quotes the lord as samiisayingsayii that the gentiles

0shilshii bobe renttrenitreoi int thetho azg joaljofl efieefee

mveave
tovactovtc

acobvcob

antiosntio n

ditliitlh 5 3 4

geneckgenerk

stofttof

thebookchebook

llebrewlledrew jzrtllxj

0

isles jf the sea shallshnllshca11 bobe wrought uponU
tat1

there

1

gre twotivo veryvury peculiar statements in thetho snallsmollsmallsnail
pintos which irearcareape in the construct state anialid which indicate aac

very licornilitorni translation of it in a sermonse jacobreonrmonneon describes
the return of thleuchobuhe house of israel from its lone10135lonzione dispersion and

the

0 f me 9 a prophet of the

lord 3

passive participlesirticip1eoa in the constructoonsCons statetrueb

attention is directed to another usage of the co-
nstruct statestatstato thatthab of the passive pnrtlclpleirticiple beinebeingbelne put in the

conntruclcomstnuct before the subject of thetho action ei0

isaiah 54
according to the usual englishenglis construction when us-

in passivopaisivo verbs or pcisslv pipa rticiplesticiples the subject of
the cletionaelion is generally preceded by the preposition by
as hohe was esteemedeste byemed many not of anymany the book of
mormonmormomorno however in numerousmerausnu passive constructions fol-
lows thebhobhe strict rendering of the hebrew construct rela-
tion anndnnd1amd uses of before thetiletlle subjectofstibject5subject the0of actionf con-
trary to the english idiom in general

this clarifies 0 hasagensajetasageusage found in the book of mormonhormon
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oriforlforli inalinai

I1T grammatical construction
thusthtisohtis o0 readroadreao and the lamblaub of god went forth and was bap-

tized of him3 yea the son of thetlletile everlasting god was

judged of the world2worldworldy hohe2 will bobe rejected of thethie jews or of

the house of israel and I1 waswab instructed of the lord 111

in summary it can hebe said that thetlletile construct forformfortuforn intu

hebrew is a very common grammatical structuresartstrt andctureacture

IF wowe find

lo10 rd

wowe roadroud thatbhatthot nimrod beganboganbeganbeean to be a mighty one in the earth 1

ai1i hone 1127 2616 ne1 1132 5131 none 15115170

141 0ne 1718.17181

191.9
see7

02
also1soaiso18 I1 ne 368 129 172617260

12 11II none 325435143514 62 lillljalj 25l822251822252182 26352633 3311
brooltbankbrookbonkBrook jljl01thebankbonk XVIIrient 1911191era P 1061

oon 920
soe also I1 ohronchrenohren 110 heh 47 1319 1I sam 323213 21

igiigl
oengen

thlthi it M y have sounded to somesamebomebonesoae as beinsbeingbeinebelne somewhatsofliewhn stilted and

perhaps nrtlficial in realityallty it refrofpef loots through the trans-

lation a strict ndhorenco to hebrewhebrelhabrel
itette tlletile

ooicatmixion

morieoriuoxi onoii a basis which is dis-
tinctly jewish in blisthisriisbils particular aspect and tends

boto show thabthat no english authoraiutho wrote that book

orleorie

igjg

latiobatio ta diledaae

rasoriresori

cornucoynu actinctin

tat1 ie

isoaso

that may

that there is more than the customary
resort as english practice soestoesgoesdoesboes to the equivalent foroformfortufono
of the construct otteottost3tn inix hebrew instead of our common
form withmitil an apostroplapostrophe to denote the possessor that
fact wilawil3 pubput the book of mormon

strongly

ij3jl2l
one0110 aspeelspect ocof this cprammaticalgrammatical forinformfordfoum is seen in its

functions as a connecting link betweebetween the subject and the

predicateaxpx ocofdedicateedicate az sentencentenceqs the verb to beinbeginbesin is a copulative

examples of its pccullir usage are seen iriinlri bhethe oldolo01 testamentc

andancl

1

noihno beyanbesanah tobecber be- a husbandmanohusbandmanhusband Amano veryveny lateriliteralliteri transla-
tion of the hebrew original is found in genesis 108 in which
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preirepne bebanbeganbeean to be wars and rumors of wars anongamongmong allailalial
nationsnaatiol

tidridtad

I1 eingskingsKU 182111198

andtandl n thou his wife rideredrendered thou artaxt his wifetorl
11fe

genesis 599399039

ankn
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example of tillsthisthio type of construction is found in
i

the smallseallseail platespiatesPD eifeivelvetes readrec andid know1 thatbiowiow he be their god 5

andind they at jerusalemjerusa1ejerusa willlemlom stiffen their necks againstagcclinst him

that he be crucified
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thisthibthasthab particularpartpant copulativecopulatitecoplilativecopulaic bebanbegantivetiTe to be lais foundfotmd sixteen
times in the smallsmail platespiates one example of it is given here

aridand as ththerethorethone
tt

it is alsoaiso possible for the predicate of a sentence to

be connected directly with the subject without the use of a

collectivecormectitecomlective copelascopulascopu1apulascopulaco t3vb thltjijI1 all her paths

peace translated all her pathspatlis are peacempeace1 VD 319 good

the tree translated1razislated the tree was goodagood1 thus under cer-

tain circumstances in hebrew the copula is noted by its ab-

sence accordineaccordingaccordinr to gesenlusgeseGesen thelus101usius syntactical relation exist-
ing betweenbetlbeti theveem subject andancl predicate of a nounclausenouniotm is as a

ruleruie expressed by a simple1mpje juxtaposition without a copulacopulz of
A

anyatay kind he statesstc thatctes one hashazhab to deduce from the contextconteabontea
the time of the statement

A singular occurrence 1 is found in

reynolds jjsljoslJjSl PP 808180 81

P 71
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II11 he phi 16 one of the chaptersaptersdimi6111 of isaiahisaiaisala quoted by jacob 1

in three of the verses of tillstaistl chapterlisils in the firstfirsfiustflus edition
of the book of mormon there occurs a juxtaposition of nounnoon to
predicate without the use of a verb thus is found woe

ne2 because I1 a man of unclean lips 53 and here I1 send

me 4 these have later been edited and the appropriate form

of the verb to be has been inserted on at least one other
occasioncasioncaslonoo in the firstirstarst aitioneditiondition the same phenomenon has been ob

served5 geseniusgeseniuzseniusgeleniusGe notes that the form 3j77jjn behold me

which could bobe rendered as readily here 13 is used by way of

answer when a person is called and that it implies readiness
and prompt obedience 6

twotitilo otherio examples of the copula as they appear in

the first edition should be considered nephi assertsassorts I1 know

that the record which I1 make to be true and he lovethlovothlodoth

those who will have hdmhimhie to be their god the latter still
appears in the present editions although the former has been

chancedchanged to read fcho record which I1 make is true 11 this first
form beamsseams to be not only the verbatim meaning of the hebrew

jn mili 9 bl also seems appropriate to the manner in
which the hebrew phrase would be used

isa 6
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biontionblon somesomobome1.1 passagespsls la111sasesage thethos old testament which in translation
do riotactnot indicateindicind1c thethoite ijsjetijj1 usage1 of the verb but which in

reality areaue so employediiployed by the hebrew writersritersir H

hemnhornhemm exacted caused to comecomoconoooicoz forthjforthatietle the money of israel

haviarhavihavturnr

441121at4t
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1111111
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9 to
conveyconvoy thetiietile ideaide of causation broolcbankbrookbbrockb calls to our atten-
tion
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oorcordancedaneeoance under cujecjjecaluuseCalu willusense indicate many passagespodsponspads similarsages in

natureo to thistitis holle shall cause them that come of jacob to
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u
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e
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H and I1 will rid cause to cease

evil beastsboasts out of thetho landlanoiano leviticus 266 another taterinterlater
exampleexampleexamplostins of this is foundaund in II11 kings 1520 and mona-

ci i us d these

cases are not quite so obvious to thetho english reader how-

ever there anncnn be foundfaund in the oldoid testamenttestaltestai moreuent evident

renderingrenderings of thetho lljjll andjj examination of crudensoruCruonu con-

cordance

dents

u isaiah y626 obviously iccifc1 wouldt be impossible to

checkchockchewched forfoxcl suchalich illustrationsi in11ustr the book of mormon without

havinghavinr the platespiatespl to compare but somesaluesoaesoine book of mormon examples

of thetho jhhjjhiphllhiP arehllhilhii ho hath confounded mine enemies unto

achofcho causing of them to quake before me neverthleneverthlessneverthelessneverth onlyless
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ip meansmoansmeanot to iveccivechive suckwickmickmiek to suckle 3 ists a mother herhor in-

fant 1

fjirljl0
one observes in tiietile scallsmallscali plates an unusual practice

of makinsmaking plural numydumy nouns which would seem to require thethedthey

sinnliir fformoritiorzti this practice is not alienalieiallenailenaldei toi proper hebrewlieb us-

age

vew

as indicated by examining the old testament As a matteritternatter
of fact in hebrew the plural is often used to heighten the

idea of thetho sincillnrfingusingusingu
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in ligartllyhbligirt of thetho above one shouldsh notauld be critical of

nuehnuchsuc1 expressionsi ine thedcpresa smallsmailSviaionslons platesll as I1 considered that
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sinessings which hath

come upon their skins jacob 5535
just as there are situations in hebrew in which plural

nouns are used instead of singular conversely the singularsing

can

ulcar

be employed when the plural would be used in english

tills situation obtains when reference is made to the organs
5or parts of the body slichsuchsuich as the head hand mouth etc

for one of many potential illustrative passages the reader is
referred to psalms 78567836 indi the authorized version the

translation reads and they lied unto hiohimhlo with their tonguestonetongeuespues

eargarmentsarmontsmonts jacob 119 ye have done re a te r ini iaultlesqultlequitle s

than the lamanitesLama jacobnites 255235 thetho lamaniteslamanltesLamalananites

cizMIL111ts

armonasgarments

destructdestruc

aitionition

jdavidson3davidson
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mine afflictions were reatrreat above allyaily because of the destdeat rucrue

tionseions of my people I1 nephi 155 yea I1 did exhort them

with all the enerleenerie s of my soul I1 nephi 1525 wherefore

by 1aborininhering with our mights their blood mightmlijhtmitht not come upon

our ar
whom ye

2hatehato because of their filthiness and the curlingscursingscurcurs

in the original however the word is tongue in the singular
and not tongues as the translation would indicate A counter-

part of the employment of this particular word Is found in the

small plates when nephi says that those who are baptized with

fire and the holy ghost 111will be able to speak with the tongue

in this verse andaridarld in jac 5616271 the word nightsmights
has been used in the original edition pp 137581575813738157137 but5838 has
subsequently been corrected to the singular jac 572 in
the current edition still reads mights

p
corrected to singular in present edition see arstfirstirstedition p 128

davidson hebrew syntax p 20
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csx0si singularssinssingsas1 suchularsnrru1ars iskris collectives andondind words that sug-
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botiboth however would seem to reflect a literal translation
from ael hebrew source in the first passage the subject nctilc

cordinecording lo10to common english acceptanceaccettaaccepta isoce singular yet the pos-

sessive pronounpronoiin is inii the plural the second instance is a

caseoase of n collective noun with a plural formf oforuorm the verb in

hebrew n collective noun taveyuuyt1vey taketc theikre verb and whatever suf-

fixes that ertain lo10to it eitherelther in the singular or in the

pur1
therothere is a gret tendencyteriteciterl botodencydenoy construeriztrueco accordingaccordi toag theje rather than strict gramma

1nstenst i-nce

akreikee
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of encolsncolsangels iti

llallm18
there are two expressions inln the smallsamall piatesplatespl whichtes if

one werewore not acquainted with hebrew grammatical rules could

easily be nssutiied1ssu toried be cases of improperlinlid englishproperpropen brammargrammarbralgralbrai

I1 2

limarilmar

wiwl311.111 judge the world every mannan according to theirthojlr works

and on the morrow the multitude were gathered together

a plurality are often joined with pluralur pred i 9

especially whenwillen they refer to persons

it is curious to note that it is even permissible in

hebrew to alternateternateni in consecutive versesversos a singular indand plural
verb with n collective nounoun in judges 936 and 5737 theret1aereghere are

slafcomonbs concerning people who arearo comingco downrinriunc the helielleile

breitbre construction is 7T v in behold a people one coming

dowindown and letCFTnetdjsrjs atlqtlmj131T beholdj people ones coming down
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soilsotisotsollsoibetimessomoblraesietimesi permit the

usouse of a slnulyr pronoun boto refer to a collective plural
noun01111ri 1 this principle would seeni to make acceptable then

thebhotho sbatcinoafcstc from the smill piteopltoopitespotoo and the wo

soodgoodbood
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respectively continuing the consideration of thistilistills peculiar-

ity of thethotiietile lanuacodinguagelanuDin irithwithvithaboacoabeguage one additionaladdition illustration it is
noted tantthntthfsi occasionallyocot thesionallysio constructionnallynaily of a sentence may be

ln in thetho singuilsinyulir especially when thetho predicate precedes

but is carriedcirriedirried on in thetho plural Dfafterter the collective subject

hashns beenboonboen mentioned exodus 120 is a ood example of this
7 A aZP 31 and thetho people multiplied singular
and waxed very mighty plural

the rules of the innusinnuo o will

rd s which I1

havohave written in woonossweawoo willnoss bobe imademade stronst untoronnon thebhornahorn for

j persuaadetiperauodotli thernthornthelithell botoi do soodgood it makethmakothmabeth knownknot untoin theintheirthein

arioaticarloabicfati itlerslorb speakand j speilspoilspeal kethkoth of jesus and i t speakethspoalcothspeak harsh-

ly

eth

against sla 2

ai5i legiPESJ iljll9

oneolio of the most striking indicationsind bhatthatbhaticmaticoat thelonsions book of

mormon was originallyoriylnullyorigimallyorigi writtenmAlly by one well versed in hebrew is
manifesbodttianifested throuch the rammaticalrarumaticalgrammaticalramma principletical of the compound

subject tills would alsoaiso leoinseoin to bear witnesswitla botoessebs a rather
literal translation of thethotiietile original ass opposed to thetho idea

bhatthat the noeptconceptnoest or the moinlny wasvas given to thetho prophet and

faintfcint hohe was then leftofblofb to his own devices and experiences to

eppressoppress the concept the rule states that when 0 compound

davids on iirlirairejjji p 160 2iihii mone 35435.433433.4
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subject Is of different persons the first person precedes the

second andanond thethnahn second precedes the thirdthindth 1irdind an example of this
is foundfauridfarrid in I1 eineskingselnes 121 tl and my son solomon shall be

counted offenders tl

several examplesimples of tiiethetitiletlle syntaxie I1 aridandarld my brethren
or I1 and my father 1113 areire found in the small platespiates this is
immediately recognizedprecoprecop as beinriized beinsbeingg poor english grammatical co-
nstruction butbuitbult earlcaneaneari be defended by its hebrew origin
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dollncollncolindolin cherry in one of his works refers to the contri-

butions of ogden and richards and observes that they

distinguish between the symbolic and the emotive uses of
language the first they say serves for identifying or

chomskychoiChot 0nsky g it p 4 italics arearc cliomskyschomskys
2cac K ogden and I1 A richards the meant ngabrobb of meanmeal

jyJ london1 routledgeRoutroub andlodeelodgeledee kegan paul lt

shalshai om

tlleytileytat1ley enquire about each others
sha

CHAPTER IV

HEBREWHEBaL GENIUS OF expression EVIDENT

IN THE SMALL PLATES

traditionally it has been accepted that the culture of

a people determines and molds the expression ofaf that people

not only the prosaic language but the subtle nuances the in-

flections the various colorings that attend the idioms and

here the terrilterm is employed in the commonly restricted sense

that enhance and give richness to the language

students of language have come to recognize that the ex-
periences of a groupgraup its mental and emotional habits
its modes of thouphtthought and attitudes are registered and re-
flected in tlletiletitetilg words and idioms of the groups language
thus for example the word shalomshalon usually rendered by
peace H has in effect little in common with its english

equivalent Shaloshalonshaio does not have the passivepassivo even nega-
tive connotation of the word peace ft it does not rdeanmean
merely tlletile absence of strife it is pregnant with posi-
tive active and energeticellier meaninggeticbetle and association it
connotes totality health wholesomeness harmony suc-
cess the completeness and richness of living in an inte-
grated social milieu when people meet or partparkparb they wish
each other shalom or they

d 7 1997
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cataloguing things actions or relationshipsorelationshipsrelationship many sel
entificontificpontific words perform this function 1

cherry proceeds to state that at the other polar ex-

treme of language is poetry which largely
dispenses with such symbolic logical use of words when
the words werewore wrun6zwrung from macbeth tomorrow and tomor-
row and tomorrow creeps in this petty pace from day to
day he was not speaking of time and velocity I1 words in
poetry are selected notriot for their correctness but to a-
chieve certain results to produce certain effect upon the
readerrenaders mindiiiindainoalno 2

these quotations from chomsky and cherry forformforu th ba-

sis for the presentation of the material in this chapter in

the previous chapterchebcheichab thepter intent was to demonstrate that there
are to be found in the small plates peculiarities of grammar

syntax and language principles that are typically hebraic in

nature and to suggest that because of the multitudinous evi-

dences of the same the record referred to would perforce need

to have been written by one extremelyext wellnamelyramelynameiy acquainted with the

language

in the present chapter there will be introduced em-

otive poetic imaginative expressions from the small plates
which reflect the tenor of hebrew picturesqueness imagery

and style
to be familiar with the mere content of any work of

literature is in no sense to understand it for it is
never the subject matter which confers distinction and
powerpolirer upon a work of art a but rather the manner in which
that matter is presentedopresentedpresentadopresen thistedo manner not only includes
thetche choice of words itself but style and tone form and

colin cherry anqn humajg om cambridge
the technology press of massachusetts institute of technology
1947 P 73

2 ibid PP 737475773775 7
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pattern various and distinctive literary devices

to reiteratereaterc the purpose of this chapter Is to demo-

nstrate that book of mormon expressions are either of a liter-
ary stylestylo and form similar to that of the old testament or

that they evoke images and a picturesqueness that are esse-
ntially peculiarpecullarpecpea andullar vital to the genius of thetipletihle hebrew tongue

one of thetiie most interesting and unusual phrases in the

small plates is found in the writings of jacob who is quoting

from the prophet zenos 2 this phrase is trees of the vine-

yardyarde to our prosaic western minds raperapogrape vines are found

in vineyards and trees are confined to the orchard it is
noted that the prophet joseph smithSm wasitla not far afield when he

translated this particular expression the hebreahebrewhebrevhebner word Q 3

vineyard is also considered to be a field or yard of the

nobler plants and trees cultivatedcultivatcultivate in the manner of a garden

or orchard the phrase G vineyard of olive trees
could be the basis for the book of mormon olive trees of

the vineyard nj the word orchardorchardtf is used on but two occa-

sions in the old testament0stament6Testamenttestaments and not at all in the book of mor

monmonomongaonouon not in any instancestance could the writer find in the old

testament the expression trees of the vineyardovineyardvineyardsvine yardo it is

mary ellen chase lifelifgliag and lanaaje2ln the oldoidnd
1955 y

ppeppppsap 141772ttl141
I1

italics2772 are chasedaselsCh

0ijac2jacjaejac 3 the allegory of the tame and wild olive
trees

jac 54219606566 0eseniusasenius
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curious that thetlletile prophet would adhere so closely to the con-

cept of the hebrews in his translation with no english equiva-

lent in the scriptures for him to model

in the allegory of the olive trees the statement is
ademadecade behold the brandies of the wild trees have taken hold

of the moisture of the root thereof that the root thereof

hath brought forthfoztfouth muchll11 strengthstrengths the word moisture invites
attention investigation shows that it is employemployed by a writ-

er of one of the psalms wherein liehoile records my moisture is
turned into the drought of summer

websters16websters unabridftled dictiopar

lusius ul ce sa

arcare halohayo

524324

sajasaj3 vital gaoliaol sture

2dad ed

fortfoat

oistureboisture

2psaps 524324
geseniusgesonlusseniusbenius3 GesonGe lexiconlpxiconiuslus po 55505355350555 0

avidson lexiconlexLox picon CCCLIVCCGLIV s5psaps 324 luke 86806jdavidson4davidson

the noun moisture in the

psalm is tey which has as its meaning according to gesen

us au4u ic e J davidsonDav definesldsonidson it as vi-

ta 1 pover 4 it is curious that the prophet should use in illshisliis

translation a particular word that is used only twice in the
5bible instead of using the more common term sadsap it is re-

cognized by the writer that an archaic meaning of moisture has

reference to the humors believed in the middle ages to be in

herentheronthe inrent all living things which humors are defined as the

juices or fluids of animal and plant life and a point of per-

tinence would bobe whether on the newnetar york frontier of 1829

no i sture was or was not commocommon to the vernacular if common

the parallel usage in the bible and book of mormon is easily

understoodLInder butstood if it was an uncommon term one is left with
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thetho alternative of providingprovidingroviding a satisfactory hypothesis as to

why a0 rare word from thetho scriptures yetyot functionalfanctlonal hebrew

should have been selectedsoloctodselecsoloc intedtod the process of translation
another expression from the small plates could have

sicniflcancesignifical if it could be determined that it was not common

to thetho lingual and culturaloulauloui milieuturalturai of joseph smithosmithsmitha nephi de-

clares behold 9 I1 am full of the spirit of godG insomuchod

that my frame has not strengthstrenythostreny 1tho elsewhere in commentingcommentinccommentcom

on

insincmencinermentiner

a spiritual rebuke administered to laman and lemuel by his

father lehldehlleleilalella nephi1ia observes that the latter was filled with

the spirit until their frames did shake before himhinio the

word fim is properly defined as body structure or physical

constitution although today this connotation is not too pre-

valent except perhaperhapsberha as a lloquialismcolloquialismalloquialism
some of the old testament hebrew equivalents for frame

are 13 bone which professor lee translates as frame

worku and to which gesenlusgeseniusseniusgeleniusGesenGe sivesgivesasivesaseveslusyus the connotation body

another bubbut

poor possibility is 1 bone or body

an examination of the biblical phrase for he knoweth

our frame discloses the noun h which gesenlusgeseGesen translatesniuslusius
as formationformatioiformatiformation or frame 6 that joseph smith translated a

special word in the book of mormon as frame would seem to be

1

nce

go d
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frame
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testea 220 fear psalm 233255 and fortitude
psalm 40134015 also poetically the heart can be sick

wo undeundo el or grieved proverbs 1512131213 141514131412 isaiah13 611 the

timid can have a heart thattha meitmelts isaiah 157l1371571 to the o-
bstinate is ascribed a hard heart like a stone ezekielEze 1119klelalelalei
5626 and a heart not circumcised leviticusLeviti 2641culscuisclis other

poetic feelings are ascribed to the heart it is said to cry

ibidbid t p 517
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borne outoat by the fact that this particular word eitherelther in the

plural or singular can be found a total of tenton times and the

words body ond bodiesbodlos have beenboeaboen used 109 times in the entirety
of the book of mormonomormonmormino

the research undertaken on the small plates brought to

the fore a nimbernumber of interesting passages which contain unusual

images associated with the heart hebrew is adapted to such

usages geselniusqosenlusGesel detailsnius the following functions characte-
ristics and attributes of the heart first casas the vital
principle the heart is said to live psalm 2227 to be

sick isaiah 15 and it is evenoven possible for it to sleep

and wakewako ecclesiastesEcclesia 225223stesstos and song of solomon 52 to

stay the heart is an act of refreshment of food and drink

second the heart functions as the seat of feelings affec-

tions and thetrietr followingie emotions love y as in judges 161516151161.51

thy heart is not with me 3 ie thou lovest me not con-

fidence proverbs 51113111 contemptcont proverbs 512 j oj
psalm 10415 sorrow psalm 10916 bitterness psalm 7321

despairdesgairdes paipgairpalp
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out loseahosealobea1 714 to lamentlatlay isaiahilentrient 155 to pant and

sigh psalm 589o38905890389 to pourpoor outoat the heart lamentations

2199 is to pour out ones tears tat1

Aathirdathardthird category of functions and attributes of the

heart pertains to disposition and character the heart can be

clean psalm 5112 sincere I1 eingskings 5636 faithful nehemiahnehernia

98 94 perverse psalm 1014 froward

proverproverbs 710tio deejp ie crafty psalm 647 and un-

godly job 561356153613 A heart or cindmindtind that is widwide e proverbs

214 oat isaiah 99 or hih ezekielEze 285klelkieiziel signifies
pride although wide can also denote joy A fourth function

of the heart1 pertains to will determination and purpose andind

a fifth characteristic ascribed to the heart is understanding

intelligence 3 wisdom and the faculty of thinking isaiah 107
A fat heart is one calloused and

dull of understanding isaiah 610o6106100gloogilogioglo
this description of the qualities of the heart serves

as a background for some expressions found in the small plates

in terms of the heart as the vital principle we find these
my heart nightmight leaveloave this world II11 me phi 121 and because

of the strictness of the word of god e many hearts died

pierced with deep wounds jacob 255235
relative to the function of the heart as the seat of

feelings one observes according to the feelings of his

feirthoirtheirtheipthouptheuheI II11rt nephi 414 my heart sorrowethsorrowefchsor becauseroweth of my

fleshleshiesh iiophiII11IIo 417ngn phi yh heart1 groanethgroazethbroagrogroasposuoit becauseanethzethneth of my sins

II11 keahikephi 419 why should myroy heart weep II11 nephi 426
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2jacsjacseac 235562151621316 also II11 neonco 281502815

aionotiono in jeremiah 491649116 and obadiah 1513 is found the

this is one way the hebrew has of expressing the re-
flexive

aw1w

succubsuccumbed

lthisalthis
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because of you Q 0 010 my heart is ainedpainedacned I1 nephi 1747
rejoice 0 myray heart II11 nephi 4284 my28 heart dellghtethdelightethdeligh inteth

righteousnessrighteous II11neSISnebis nephi 9s49 did stir up their hearts to

angenangorangeraneer I1 nephi l6581658 my heart hath been weighed down with

sorrow II11 wono phi 1171 at17 that day shall he salaosaladsatan rage in

the hearts of the children of men II11 nephi 2820 prayed

with all his hearthear I1 nephi 151 he5 did soften my

heart I1 nephi 216 my heart is broken II11 nephi 452432
pure11pure in heart jacob 210 hardness of heartseartsaarts I1 nephi

2sl8

chastising some for having succumbed to this condi-

tion

P

fire j oiceolce

9 49

16 38

hearts child ren

t 0

i s

hardnessaness h

2 01- 8155018- 1503 puffed up in their eartsheartsaarts II11 nephi 289 and

dobbingssobbings11sobbingssob ofbings their hearts jacob 235255235.

referring to the attributes of character and disposi-

tion wowe read full purpose of heart jacob 65 because

ye were proud in your hearts jacob 220 lowliness of

heart I1 nephi 219 and ye areire murderers in your hearts
I1 nephi 174417s44o pertinent to the functions of wisdom under-

standing intelligence and the faculty of thinking ascribed

to the hearty the book of mormon offers foolish imaginations

of his heart I1 nephi 211 to say in one heart I1 nephi

410 21211 magnifyingofmagnifying of gods name II11 nephi 25152513
pondering11pondering11 in my heart I1 nephi ill111ililitiii111 and my heart ex

claimethclai II11meth nephi 417o4174170

jacob uses another figure of speech pride of your

hearts

h

6 0 5

heart
heart ones

2121

112

ne

lre



elbzibela pt11 pride7t of thy heart this term not

only seems to indicate pride and haughtiness but also inso-

lence it night be duedoe to this latter quality that pride is
so vehemently condemned by the lordlordo

one expression which Geseniusasenius categorizes as poetic

waiiwillwall be considered with more detaildetallo

neirnelcazir

I1

themthen

gioglo

lgeseniusasenius

annpnn

58

expression nzir

we read wo unto the

uncircumsized of heart for a knowledge of their iniquities
2shall smite thernethornytherme in leviticus 26 41 and ezekiel 447 me-

ntion is made of the uncircumslzeduncircumsized heart reference is also
made in the old testament to unclrdumsizeduncir6umsized llpsalpslipselips3 and uncircumcircumun

sledsizedsied ears4earsaears the4 hebrew adjective is r

ligion and pietypi cannotety penetrate 5 this seems to be the con-

cept that jacob is attempting to implant in the minds of his

listeners
it would seem thattl thelat book of mormon usage relevant

to the functions and characterischaracteristicscharacters of the heart is correct

there is at variance in some cases however from proper15roper gram-

matical forcform the plural hearts 133 occurs only once

in thetiletiie old testamentstamentT I1 chronicles 289 the hebrews

practically always say ur your their 1ieartheartpieart in the sing

sic not hearts 11 the prophet generally rendered the neno

pelitephifcep1lite references to the heart in the plural it is posited

that the proper hebraic foroform was employed in the original

eseniuseniuses lexicon p 2940294 2211 kene 955
exod 612 jer 610o6100610gloogilo qscnius lexicon p799
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comcoaeoa on

boodgood

civerytivery

ae1e 11 elsewlierefilsowhoro one obeys the voice of the lord or of

some individual 3 in II11 nephi 128 is stated if ye will

hearken unto the voice of nephinepha ye shall not perish

peopdeop

59

record but he is in ood company if thetho authorized version

Is accepted as a standard

there are a number of expressions in the small plates

that have no relationship other thanbhan that they pertain to dif-

ferent members of the bodyobodybodao for the sake of continuity these

will be considered as a unit

references to the voice will be considered first ne-

phi comments that men would trample under their feet the

very god of israel and then affirms that they set himhiahlahlin at
0

naughty and hearken not to the volcevoice of h is QU seisngelsselsangels

in english we do not hearken to the voice of a mans

counsels but rather to his words and to his counsel how-

ever it is typical for the hebrew to think in buchsuch teresotermsoterms in

deuteronomy 528 the lord hearsheans the voice of the words of the

peopleopeopled

A com-

parable statement Is made in deuteronomy 43031 wherein the

people arearc told that if they will bobe obedient unto his voicevolce

thetiietlle lord will not forsake theythem

the expression to lift up the voice found in the

book of mormon is also common to the hebrew mind as indicated

rudenorudenOr opoopeuden cit y subslabstabstib voce hearts 0

2 none 197
dout 2120 2710 are only two of many passagespassagesopassa

the
besogeso

reader is directed to the entry voice in a concordance
1 ne 435 is the only instance in small plates but

found elsewhere in the book of morminomormonomormonhormon
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by biblical usage related imagery is portrayed in the small

plates by such expressions as my voice shall foreverforevei ascend
0 7up unto thee and I1 did still raise my voice haghohighohighhygh t31

A

beautifybeautifulbeautift bit of imagery is effected by nephi when he says my

4voice have I1 gjentgjgnt up on MEjshjehlehash u A similar statement to make

your voice to be heard on high is found in isaiah 584 but

it doesnotdoosntdoesnt have the vigor and strength that nephis manifestsmanlfostso

nephi states the voice of thetiietile lord spake unto my fa-

ther 10 and jacob exclaims I1 had heard the voice of the lord
speaking 0 this is almost identical with a statement of

r

isaiah I1 heardhoard the voice of the lord saylngosaying in these

last statements is perceivperceivedperceive the hebrew picturesquenesspicturesqubness and

quality of a voice that is speaking instead of a person so

doing enos arousescarouses ones curiosity with his the voice of

thetho lord came into my mind again 8 grammatically y this is riotnot

impossibleimplap thesibleossiblesibiepossibleos hebrew verb 13 to enter can be used in the

sense of entering ones body and is so done in ezekiel 22
but t1iethe grammatical construction is not of concern here that
which is notable is the imagery of the voice of the lord en-

tering anostenost mind again

consideration is next given to the mouth in the

small platespiates are noted other appropriate hebraisms egcogcoeeoe

lgeseniusgelenius
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spoken by the mouth of or phrases of similar castcadt thes old

testament substantiates such book of mormon usage neither

shall any word proceed out of your mouthy all that pro

ceedetliceedethcledeth out of ones mouth cill the damsel and enquire at
her mouth it Is my mouth that speakethspeak untoeth you put

words in his mouth and with hiahimhla willrillwili I1 speak mouth to

mouth r

similarly in the small plates are such expressions as

openedflopeneflodene his mouth to utterance0utteraiice8utterancesutterance o0tisotibo0 forth out of ones
mouschmoufchmouthilmouthily itproceedsproceeds forth outoat of the mouth and by the

mouth of his holy prophets the bookboolbooi of mormon passages

thattint referref toer the mouth seem to be compatible with the usage

in the old testalnenttestamentotestamentsteotTestTestaltestai

attention

amento

is directed to a concept from the book of

mormon which Is notably different from the manner in which we

express ourselves in enlishsenglishienlistsEnlisengiEnglenel ielocohsishi give earoar instead of our

imperative 1 is te n 0 cruden in describing thetimie function of the

ear as understood by the hebrew mindlmindsnindl says

the use of the word ear in the bible is used most
often osgasaasams ittentionattentions hearing etcoetcecco rather than of the ac-
tual physical ear to have the ears heavy is to pay no
attention to open the ear lais to pay attention unclrcumuncircum
elodclodcled ears are those which are deaf to the word of god to
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telitellteil something in the ear is 0.0to speakaspeaspea inank secretosecretesecret
in

tiitilttl

tiietile small plates are the expressions give ear to
2my word and lendlead onan ear unto myrnytny counselcoucoleol 3insel curiously a

change was effected by the prophetProp josephhiettiet smith in one of the

isaiah passagespaspab quotedsagresbastes in the book of mormonhormon which change

incidentallyyincidentally has subsequently been edited out of the present

edition the passage is found in II11 nephi 75 see isaiah
505 and waswao altered by the prophet to read athhath appointed
myray eareari ratherrat thanlier the form in the authorized version which

readsreada hath opened my ear in the 192 edition of the in-

spired version of the bible and also the fifth printing
february 19519531955 J of the corrected 1944 edition the rendition

of this verseverso is identical with the first edition of the bookdook

of mormon the significance of the chansechange assuming that it
was consciously and intentionally done by the prophet is notriot

apparent acAs a matter of fact it does not seem to clarify
any point of doctrine or philologyophilology

anotlteranother lebrewhebrew1 imaelmaeLr thebhetiletllenasenage condition of beinebeingbelne stiff
neckedne isclied expressed in the small plates A careful check of

the concordances to the old testament disclosesdisclosdisclose that some form

of bilellietheulie expression Jljljl Is used twelve times in that scrip

burelure in the small plates countlncrcounting the various tenses of the

verb stiffen stiffened their necasnecks the adjectival tiffstiff
riecksnecks stiffneckedstiff peoplenecked and the substantive

cruden QJ 10 oltcitcl t p 168 sub voce earoear
I none 434- 3 9409-040 2542540 11 hene 2830028501
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3exod 3299329o3290329 ctesenlus lexicon p 101610160

51 neone 175354 jac 547 64
reynolds op citociteitelt

thishis is not an uncom-

mon idiom to the book of mormon nor even to the limited por
5tion of it which is bein investigatedeinvestigatedinvestigate the most frequent

booeuooe11sagesage11 of it in the smallsaali plates is in isaiah chapterschaptersochap 6terso

the hand of the lord can bobe upon any one either for
soodgood or evil but fjenerallyglenerallyglene inrallyraily the sense of aiding or favor-

ing f tillsthis conception aids in understandingunderstand thelneincine statement

and the lord liashasilas lifted up his hand upon the gentiles and set
them up for aca standard

vocvoce

oymaorca

tat1 ie book of mormon the hebrew phraserphrase VV77wT

iais translated in the old testament to stretc11stretchstretc out

63

stiffneckednesssfclffnechednossstiffneck yeedness are stiffneckedstiff formsnecked this expression

is used a total of fifteen times

derivations from thetilotile verb DVP to be hard are the
ones almost exclusively employed in the old testament to con-

note stiffneckednessstiffneck 2edness oneogne exampleexamrle is p H DP
they are ana stiffneckstiffneckodstiffneclied people

idiomatic concepts pertaining to the use of the hand

are abundant in the

to
4send oaboatoub or send forth the hand

this statement appears in an exposi-

tion of nephikfephi upon chapter 4921921 of9 isaiah who appears to be the

reynolds O0P G i t P 6610
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author ofor the above reference to the ftentllesogentiles it is curi-
ous to note that either nephi or the prophet joseph smith

changed one word in the abovequotedabove phrasequoted which in isaiah
reads DU to the gentilesGeh intiles I1 nephi it is upon the

gentiles 14 davidsonDav commentsldsonidson that 14 handhan followed by

unto translated upon or against anyone is to trouble
him usually not in a good sense but hand followed by

fyuponfy translatedupon upon anyone is to strengthen and in
2spire him

another expression the lord setting his hand again

the second time to restore his people evidently is one of a

number of characteristic hebrew phrases found in the book of

mormon that has been introduced through the isaiah texts in

the possession of the nephltesphitesphilesne and subsequently used by the
4

book of mormon writers A manner of expression that is some-

what similar is and behold according to the words of the

prophet the messiah will set himself again the second time to

recover them 3 apparently asingularsingular instanceinstance of this usagreusagco

A final phrase pertaining to the hand is the hand of

providence hath smiled upon you 0 this is evidence of the

hebrew ability to personify objects and give them human
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charactorlsticsocharacteristics that such personifications are characteris-

tic is attested by youneyoung

abstract aridandarld inanimate things are frequently personi-
fied co 13 ears are attributed to the heavens the earth
death and destruction hands to the deep eyes to the sea

nd the mountains a voice to the deep wisdom and under-
standing a will to the flesh and the ilundmindllund 0 6 0 speaking
to the ear eye foot days yarsyparsepars blood law righteous-
ness and blood of spranklinsprinklingspr1nklin 1

thetile phrase hand of providence hath smiled is
unique to all the scriptures it is interesting that on only

three other occasions is the word salliesmilesaille to be found in the

standard works according to the concordancesoconcordancesconcordanceconcordancer one of these

occasions is in III111ili we phi 1925 in which it is recorded that
the countenance of jesus did smile upon themthornthern and again in

verse 5030 wherewhore it states he did smile upon thetnthctntheen agalioagaluoagain the

third instanceinstancinstance is in the doctrine and covenants and the

heavens have smiled upon her 2

jacob is the author of another singular expression

andkad if there waswras preachingpr whicheachin was sacred or revelation
which was broatgroatgreat or prophesy ineinglne Q 0 a I1 should engravedengravengravenen the
headshoadhead s of them upon these platespiates the writer was unable to

find an expression identical to this in tiietile old testamentTestata orent

elsewhere in the small plates hebrew W head has as one

of its meaningsmean theinezsinErs idea of principal or chief or head of a
4

thinethingthangthane and is so employed in the old testament this would

seem to be the sense in which jacob is using the word heads
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shallh11shalishail

thlthisthy
Is spoken of one who Is happy and c1leerfcheerful 1 to understand this
gives breadth of meaningmeatiinir to II11 nephi 9593 I11 speak unto you

these things that ye may rejoice and lift up your heads for-
ever because of the blessings which the lord god shallshalishail be-

stow 2

A phrase similar to the last is 1 jwjpwj to lift up

the eyes or to cast ones eyes upon any person or thing

ie

tym011cyp

II1111 wene 455435 note also the picturesque my voice
shall forever ascend up unto thee lf
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in the imagery of the hebrew language there are ex-

pressions which 9 when translated do not fail to make sense of

a sort but yet to the western mind have no connotative impli-

cations such an expressionexo Isression to lift up ones head

in love desire longing thus it is possible that in

his dream nephi was longingly looking for his family as he
4

was standing by the tree of life as recorded in I1 nephi 80

another phrase is p 7yj lift P the voice which is
often emplopemployedemploy antecedent to verbs of weeping calling re

5joicinejoicing aloud thus thetho following statement by nephi is
strictly compatible with 11ebrewhebrew usage

yeaxea I1 knowknon that god will eivegive liberally to him that
asketh yea rny god will give me if I1 ask not amiss
therefore I1 will lift up my olcevoiceoicevolce unto thee yea I1 will
crecry n to theg my god the rock of my righteousness be-
hold my voice sn6 10 m rockok
and mine everlaseverlastingt ing god

111iiilii
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another characteristic hebrew phrase is he workethwormeth

manynany things by his cunningcunn artsinc that he q deljel 0

oyesoyoseyes noitittl identical phrase was found in the old testament

but there are verbs that conceivably could lend themselves to

such usage eithercitherelther J3.3 or a the former has the mean
2

in of dealinadealingdealin& fraudulently or acting deceitfully nd the
53latter bothilothflothconnotes

verbs

to

have

deceive

beenboonbeon

seduce

translated

or

as

to

beguile

corrupt

in the old testament

the book of mormon expression to ain favor in the

sight of anyone has its equivalent in hebrew ja4jvj j LMA

find garaceyracogxrace in the eyes of As found in the old testament

the translationnslaton Is usually find favor in the sight of 6 butjut
neseniuscsesenlus1esenius informs ustaslisuis that the verb has as one of its mean-

ings to ain or obtain any good wisdom or favorings

there is an interestinginte expressionrestinrostin fruit of the

loins that is used only in chapterflanter three of II11 nephi which

is a recounting by lehi to his son joseph of the words of

the lord and the promises cademademadotadotade to joseph who was sold into
egyptkcyptecyptEcy andpt in jacob 225 where reference is made again to the

posterity of josephojoseph there is no exact equivalent of this in

thetiletitiietlle oldle testament although there are such expressions as
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1919 3 9 fruit of the womb1 and n

thesethose would seem to establish a possible basis for
such a concept as fruit of the loins

bivengiven imagery

A very interesting picture is created by the hebrew

when liehelleile uses the term nursingnursi fathersfangi whichtherst13 has been de-

rived from the basic hebrew root to establisestablishestablish maintain
v 4support twice the derived noun frofromfroal the above stem has

been translated bringersbr upiners of children this stem is ap-

propriately different from the noremore common one pa toI1

give milk to suckiesuckle from whence derives nursenursoonursa nursing

fathers is used three times in the book of mormonDl actuallyormon

the source of the terbltermteraitero in the small plates must be attributed
to isalahoisaiah the expression first appears in chapter 49 of

isaiah which iacobjacoblacob quotes verbatim

suosuc kle6froai

libailba

68

the comers
p2out of the thighth translatedlh as those which comecone out of his

loins
especially if wowe all-

owed the book of mormon authors thetho liberty of substituting

ordswordsimirlali within the general framework of a iven

jacob subsequently uses
8it twice

the term fathers has the meaning of forefathers or an-

cestors nd is used hundreds of time in this sense in the old

testament it is used similarly fortytwoforty timestwo in the snailsmallsnall

sa 1318 micah 67 is translated as fruit of the
body tt

en2 4626 3exodehodgen 10515 umnum 1112 isaisooisao 49254923
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plates excluding the chapters of isaiahisaiaho the word forefathers
Is used once in the old testament as is ancestorsancestorsoaneesances thetorso for-
mer is found twice in the small plates and the latter not at

all according to reynolds concordanceoonconeon fatherscorance as employemployedemploypd

in the book of mormon is compatible with good hebrew usage

one phenomenon noticed in the small plates is the us-

age of what would be in hebrew thetlletile pronominal suffix attached
to the noun father in referring to lehi nephi uses my fa-

ther ninetyeightninetyeninety timesotimesonlehtighteight fieheilelletime referss to our father twelve

times whenwhon hohe and his brothers are engaged in a joint project
or undertaking eg030.3i

ther

returning to jerusalem to obtain the

plates 9 etc on four occasions he refers to their father
when hohe speaks of his brothersbrothers1 rebellion against lehi the

reason for the different pronominal suffixes might be due boto

the principle that thetiietile sense rather than grammaticaltramma ortical logi-

cal proprietyrotriety dictates the choice they are doing somethingP

to theirthgataga father which je ought not do to ours y or I1 would not

g 1 ne the sense conveyed is that they are ignoring
proper laws of conduct

theretherctheoc is an expression in the small plates that lends

itself to some speculation and upon the wins of his spirit
hath my body been carried away upon exceeding hagthhighhigth mountains

it is not suggested that nephi was not transported by the

spirit 9 in other words 9 that this is not to be accepted
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literally but there is an intriguing alternativeealternativealternatives in the he-

brew tongue there is an idiom 71 JS winswings of the wind

which is a metaphor for swiftnessiswiftness1swiftnessswift but1nessinessl could as properly be

translated wings of the spirit sincesincbincesino jfeTIl means wi nd breath g

spirit 9 etc if the metaphor were allowed for the purpose of

speculation we thethen have nephi transported swiftly to the

high mountains it could be postulated that this might be

another instance of a too literal1 translation of the record on

the platesoplatespiatesplatero the moaning of the metaphor would be lost upon

one not acquainted with the idiomatic connotations of the ex-

pression consequently thetche literal meaning only could be

translated

it would be interesting to know the original of each

of the three following phrases in the small platesoplatespiatesplatero it would

seem that there is good reason to posit that in each case the

translations might have been too literal As a premise the

writer would ilkelikolike to point out that the hebrew word which has

been translated most frequently in the old testament as chil-
dren is ah1h son 2 the plural t33 sons is at times

used for the immediate children 9 boys and irls and also for

children in the sense of descendants or posterity as l1
P childrenildrenlidren of israel and mitiuritiut71 31 childrennl of ju

dahdaitdafa 3 the first of the three expressions referred to above

is the children of israel which is used four times in the

davidson lexicon g p cocixxxvocccixxxv1
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small plates and whicwhichchic has just been noted as authentic

this has been cited as a basis to help clarify thetho form of an-

other boole of mormon expression children of men

subrsubi

ppap 12728127280127 280

6 8

28

neime0i 17323317523517323317.3233 71 ne 121519

5reynoldsbreynolds

j3 sons of man is properly translated childrenuldrenaldren of

mennen it Is a periphrastic plural for men as is also 33

m sons of mantan which is appropriately translated chil-
dren of mencmenemen ti the connotation of the multitudinous usage of

the expression children of men in the smallsaiallisaiall piatesplates seeaseemsseem to

e mankind capparently a quite literal translation by the pro-

phet joseph smithosmithsaithsalthsmitha

the third expression children of the land

ne 121

1
1i

YJ 4

c

3 13
iiian4

plates5 s

be

tfpeo pie

wwhich Is not found in the old testament in

this exact manner but which seems to fit a proper hebrew form

reynolds ojlreynoldsq 2p citciteeitelteiteelte g sub yoceboce israelvoce

2gosenius lexicon apppP 4950 ibid 9 po 50

ibid p p 16 reynolds op citelteit

3jbidp

41bide

1

appar-

ently is equivalent to inhabitants this is found twice in

the small platesoplatespiatesplatero 6 although it was not found in the old test
merit the phrase people of the land is common in light of

the above discussions it is guestedsuestedsu thatestedtested the form of this
lastcitedlast expressioncited from the book of mormon is not without

the scope of correct usage grammatically and connotativelyconnotatlvelyo

people of my seed and seed of my andor thy breth
PSren0ren118renorena is unique and picturesque usage in the small plates con-

noting posterity

Gesen lusius

tellstollstelis us that y man Is used as a collective noun and
2that it Is equivalent to our english plural men a therefore

YJ

Goboseniusgoseniussenius

Gegesenlusgeseniusseniusgelenius
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there are four phrases which for thetche want of a better
term are classified as geological ookbook of mormon expres-

sions the first face of thetche earth or land is common

enough iriinirllri english but it is noted that its usage antedates

thetho english language by millenlumsmilleniums this expression is found

many times in the old testament as well as are related ones

such as face of the country face of the deep face

of thetho field 424 facface of the waters 5 and face of the

tropically the hebrew noun JS face is18 used when

speaking of inanimate thinesthings just as we employ it in english

the second phrase is foundation of the worldworldy for
which an equivalent is found in II11 samuel 2216 and psalm

l815o18150 A parallel foundation of the earth is also found

in thetho old testament

the third is a peculiar expression fountain of the

red sea 10 the structure of which is decidedly not idiomatic

english this is discussed in a following chapterchap ll11tereterO

the fourth and last expression appears in another

statement of nephiliephilie whichphi thetho prophet joseph smith seems to
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iliiii wene 1020 2 ne 1021
Gaseniusosenius

aqbq more
0than this

anifnif leance

0

havehare handled quite literally ieieoiselse we have been driven outoat

of the land of ouroaroun inheritance butbat we have been led to a bet-

ter land for the lord hath made the sea ouroar path and we are

upon an isle of the seasoa i1 he continues butbat great are the

promises of the lord untoonto them who are uponopenopon the isles of the

sea wherefore as i t
and they are inhabited also by our brethren 1

if joseph smith had beenboonboen attempting to present an ac-

curate record without obvious mistakes 9 it seems hohe would not

1llavelave permitperaltpertattcdbedled such a glaring incongruity to have passedpassedopassado but

an examination of hebrew idiom demonstrates thebhetlletile validity of

such statements and indirectly demonstrates that the prophet

translated hatwhat was on the record without making changes to

conform to his own pattern of thinklngothinking the hebrew word for

isle is but it has as its primary meaning habitable
ground or dry land as opposed to waterhwatery the second given

meaningmoaning of this word is land adjacentjacentid to the sea a sea
4.4coast whetherwhethcheth on the shore of the mainland or an islandoisland

thus can mean an island but thasthisobas is not its primary sig-

nificance pertinent to the statement in verse 21 seniusgesenlusgoseniusboseniusGesenGo

informs

lusius

tisus that the plural form of tiietiletlle word is used very of-

ten for coasts maritimenaritmarit regionslraeirae especially beyond the sea

hence generally of coasts and islands far remote 10 so it
would seem that the usage of nephi in both verses is good he-

brew

I1
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cac1n llshelsh aridandarld wasiu employedeiaiployeds alike by the eingkinqkingkineeineeins jamesjaoesja translatorsl

and

resdebneb

the prophet in order to facilitate a translation that
mlghtmihtmiat otherwiseother beipjase somewhat awkward

many phrases of moribundity abound in thetiletlle small plates
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A series of idioms follow pertaining to the process of

abinaaqina death the rave and passinepassingassingassineio away not only the pass-

ing away of human beinesbeings but also of abstractions stricken
in years is found in thetiletiie old testament although not frequent

2ly it is found once in the smallmallsmail plates and is used one oth-

er time in thetho book of mormon 3 the hebrew expression i3
qy which means to advance in years has been translated

stricken in age on four occasions in the old testament 3

to give expression to a similar concept s that of

aeinaginaging the book of mormon writers used liehe waxed oldooldoid there
are other passages iiiniii t11tiietileie scallsnailsmallscalistall plates employing the verb wax

ie face waxing pale waxing in iniquity

etco in isaiah 509 andond 516 the hebrew verb 7ir3
to waste away to fail to decay hasilaslias beenboonbeon translated to wax

old one of trietae english definitionsdefldefi ofnAtions wax is to pass from

one state to another to row as to wax stroblstrongstronl it would

seem most likely that the verb under consideration is archaic

englishE f
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ierieTler to the rave I1 will bathergather

thee unto my fathersfat andliersbiersbleus thou shall be gathered into thy
7 8cravegrave and lieheile laid his carcase in his own ravebravegrave that

my mother mihtliht have been myEV araveyraveyr andave to conclude he

trudeirude his rave with the wicked 0

75175

one suchouch beingbeibeinsbelboinbeinng to giveJIVQ up thetho bilo

migmir t

malimaii

eomcommontocommontycommonto

scravegcrave

1 which is common to the

biblebibie and to our english vernoculrverirjcular A formfore that Is not quite
so prosaic Is to jogo thetlle way of all thetho earth J the hebrew

equivalent Is VT 1 1 and ltit meansmoans tttoattoto die
A singular expression in the small plates Is I1 am about to

lie clowndown in inymyidy aravejravesrave 5 there are similarities in the old

testament but the writer was unable to locate an identical
phrasincxphrasing to illustrate the ability of thetho hebrew mind to

turn a parascphrasephrasc and to be creative in expression a fewfelvqfelvo passages

are quoted from the jewish scripture then shall ye brin
down my mayyay hairs with sorrosorrow

u

from the smailsmallmall plates come these poetic bits they

were brought near everioveneveneverl to be carried out of this time to meet

their eod their cygray hairs were about to be brought down to

lie low in the dust they were near to be cast with sorrow

into a watery rave whosewhose limbs yoye must soon lay down in
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the cold and silent bravecravegravecuave from whence no traveler can re-

turn and I1 jacob saw that I1 must soon go down to my

rave tislumberslumber of death and wherefore we did mourn out

our days

the collocation of the fbllowin words in various book

of mormon passages is unusual dea
r
th hell the devil mo-

nster 9 and lake 0 f fld it is curious that with

but one exception all are found in the samesalliesaille chapter 9 A fullullfuliuli
explanation awaitawalt additional resources for now it is sugges-

ted that the word monster in each of the cited passages may well

be the same as is rendered draagondraaon in isaiah 2712127.1 ijjl
the connotation there as aided by uyariticugariticusarUyarUgar passagesitic usingusink4 the

same word seems to be of the forces of chaos and destructionstructionstriction
which equals death in the book of mormon case as contrasted

to the creative and overninerninovernanoov1 powers of god the noun edriPJTI

is rendered monster in lamentations 43 and used literally not

figuratively
in the book of mormon life is taken away whereas

in the english idiom ones life is taken in I1 eineselnes

1941014 and psalm 3113 is found substance for the book of

mormon expression IN II11 kings 632 is the very picuresquepicturesquepicur

this

esque

son of a murderer is sent to take away my head

associated with the concept of takingtairing life away is
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that of life passing away 9 and also of time passinepassingassingassine awayeawayabayeP

the verbldjverb toinasinjs pass overoveroroverosor to pass away readily lends it-
self to the expression of such concepts which are abundant in

2the book of mormonomormonnormonkormonmormino

A hebrew annermanner of describingdescribingdescribin time lapses is for the
space of any given tiaotimotimetine lengthylengtholength thezhe old testamenttesta yieldsmerit

these and ho abode witchwithwytch hialhim the space of a month and

thetho space of the seven sabbathssabbatissab ofbaths years within11within4 the11 space

of two full years 0

5 parallel expressions have been produced

by book of mormon writers perhaperhapsberha with more frequency than

they appear in the english bible only a few from the small

platespintospiates are listed and after she had been carried away in

the spirit for the space of a time we did pitch our tentstoutstontsbents
7 J

for the space of a time and after I1 had traveled for the

space of many hours in darknessodtarknessstarknessdark nesSo incidentally the use of

hours in the book of mormon is a curiositycuriosityo ilour is used

only once in thetho old testementtestjment and is thought to be a pro-

duct of the babylonian exile it is used only once in the

small plates in the abovequotedabove passagequoted butbuitbultblit in the remain-

der of the book of mormon it is used elthereitherelti ingerjer the singular
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monzimanzimadzi ent
ilmoitmotimo

ment

I1

I1 eth thetlletile season and the end and

my vineyard will I1 cause to be burned with firefiroofaroo 6

aqtq ot

I1

laleyirleyirilrieynolds apqp eitcitelt

easaas on in jacob 5 in the parable of the tame

and wild olive trees the lord repeatedly states that the

fruit thereof shall be laid up against the season tajttj it is
noted that in the expression laid uplipuipulp against the season

tt2tta davidsonDav addsldson that in the targums and

elsewhere it is an hourohourcouro 3

lchase4chase 0 P
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or plural twelve additional times the word in the book of

daniel which has been rendered hour in our english bible is
nawnywTIVV a tomentmomentcoment of time geleniusgesenlusgeseniusseniusGesenGe informsluolus us that it is of

chaldean derivation and that the arabian equivalent means mo

Pmentyments also hour

we are informed that
in place of hours which meant nothing to him the

hebrew often lived and thought in terms of seasons these
not of course the natural seasons of the year but in-
stead some indefinite portions of timetimeo he tarried for
a season in some places he remembered the season during
which his people had come out of egypt he cried unto godG

in
od

the night season 4

this information given by chase malesmakesoakesmaies significant the

use of the word s

int seems to be employed in the sense of preparation for
the season As a final statement in the parable the lord is
quoted as saying and then cometh

not only is time measured by the pacespace of a given time

lapse a distance traveled can also be indeed is measured by
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geleniusgesonius8gesenius version of the

hebrewhebreie phrasephraschras is and they went about around 0 0

evenseven days journey 1 etc genesis 3036 31235123

iekrek

ohieohle

statemestatome ints
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the passage of time

in travelingtravel ininQ bibiediblebiblebyble lands s it is oftenof customaryten to
measure distances in units of time rather than in terms of
space one village is said to be three hours distant from
one to another in old testament days distance in travel-
ing was similarly notednofcedo it was threehree daysedays8 journejourney

the distance from iiorebhorebhareb lo10to kadesh barnea by way of
p2mount seir is an leveneleven day journey this instance would seem

to be more definite and precise than others in the old testa-
ment in some passagespas itsarres rouldwould seem difficult to determine

whetherwhetlwheal theierler writer was prosaically commentingcommcoma thatentina the journey

was of 3 say three days much as wowe might state that one

packed back into some rugged hills for three dayss or wheth-

er hohe was actuallyaatiacti measuringvally a particular distance by the a-

mount of time necessary to pass froinfrom one point to another
sumssudssumisuci ai passage which would present this writer with an obstacle

of interpretation is found in II11 einskinskingseineselnes 5939 3 fiandand they fetched
a compass of seven daysdaysi journey

a way of

seven days the questionque0ation is mootofooto did the kings take seven

days to go about the way or was the way road they traveled
seven days distanceJi instance length

that for which groundwork is bein laid is a number of

similar statements from the small plates else03elev when he had

fred II11 wlhtwightwaht mannersmannerg and
chicalochicaeochiccigoChicciChic

customs
moodyaeo
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traveled threethroe days in the wilderness or we traveled for
0

thetho space of four daysdayse it would seem that the interpre-

tation of these bookdook of mormon passages is open boto discussion

but that the pattern for either inference is established in

the old tostomentotestTostobteb
an

tomento

expression of time found in omni 121 is provacaprovada

ivelve and he dwelt with themthornthermthemm for the space of nine toonsmoons tt

this is not necessarily indian talktaiktalletalke even though the book of

mortisonmormonmortiaon is purported to be the history of the ancestors of some

western american indian groupsogroups but it does project to the

fore thetho question from what source did the american indians

acquire the custom of determining the amount of time elapsed

by enumerating the number of new moonsnoonsmo itollsolisoils is entirely a

matter of speculation but it is submitted that it might have

been acquired through the nephitesnephitosneophitosNep fromhiteshitos the hebrew whose lan-

guage employed two words y TTP and vt77w T n which could be

translatedtraintrEIn eitherslated as sas2n or as month 0

how many readers of the book of mormonPl haveormon conjec-

tured about thebhe quaint expression of nephi when he exclaimed

I1 looked and behold the whore of all the earth and she
lljiesjiji8 an shes0 a dominion over all the

earth 0 a I1 beheld the church of the lamb of god and
its numbers werewore few because of the wickednesswickednessodness and abo-
minations of the whore who sslljffi2lesjl

the verb ul meansmoans to sit or dwell to sit
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and to those who understand ilebrewhebrewkilebrew
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upon waterstomlom isters the direct translationtreintreimtrain ofslation Q V v1
it denotes continuitycontiguity

ie one is sitting or living bj or nearnoar waterswatorsolivingly



porateborate illustrative material from the book of mormon as well

as from the old testament to demonstrate that to a degree

the aptness of the book of mormon writers paralleled that of

old testament writers in their ability to strikingly and

graphicallyp1licallygralgrcl turn a phraseophrased

chase opo cit

CHAPTER V

FURTHER EVIDENCE OF hebrewHEDREWHERREW GENIUSGEIHUSGEN OFIUSlus expression

IN THE SMALL PLATES

the ability of the hebrew to creatively execute a pro-

vocative conception is a skillful art that has not gone with-

out recognition and commentcomi amongnentdent those sensitive to literary
composition the vividness of imagery projected by the hebrew

Is difficult to duplicatedupllcatco

the hebrew1 mind has distinctive and peculiar habits of
thought which marked thetiletlle ancient liebrehebrews as a people
which indeed set them apart from other nations and races
of their time 1

although their peculiar genius was not bequeathed to future
ages in any remarkable works of their hands or in philo-
sophical conceptions and ideas it was bequeathed in words g

in the literary monument known as the old testament and
their rare gifts of literary expression owed more to their
sense of wonder and their instinct for worship than to any
other of their spiritual and mental endowmentendowmentso 2

in the preceding chapter it was endeavored to incor-
porate

p I1
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therethorothero is an pressiveimpressive phrase from

the small plates that appears to be unique to the book of mor-

mon the writer was unable to locate a similar expression in

the old testament lehi is recorded as saying wherefore 5 I1

lehi prophesy according to the

coricoticorltent

0583

the objective of this chapter is identical to that of

the previous one in addition there will be presented some

words and phrases which may not qualify as greatspeat bits of im-

agery but which have the apparent distinctive powers of typi-

cal hebrew expression

under first consideration will be a few phrases per-

taining to the dispiritspiritispirit

haveave okinsworkinpworkins

rkinsakins p which is in meooco 2

similar in context but differently phrased is for behold I1

avo

am1m

worleuworliu

2jacijac 4 15o15 31 ne 1920
exodxodehod 31553135313315 553155513531e5 isa 112 6llgil61161gitall ezek 22 52o324522520

wprki n 0 which

is in meo 1 elsewhere jacob employs the saoesame composition

and nownoornooy lyI1 jacob am led on by the spirit unto prophesying

for I1 perceive by the wo

in the s which doth weary me evenovonevon that all
my joints arearo weakowea1iwbeako these could be bonafide hebrew idioms

by virtue of their construction and contentocotitent some old testa-
ment passages seem to describe similar phenomena althoughalthou notbehgeh

phrasedhrased identically 4

in genesisenesisG 6 3 there is in the hebrew tongue the ex-

pression

ex-

press 13ionslonslony 13t3v inij ll111I1T 9Ialzl whichTs hasakkk been

translated as my spirit shall not always strive with man

presslons

the superior and divine
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Gesenlusgteserilus interprets the hebrew to read my spirit shall not

forever be made low in man ie
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nature shall not forever bobe humiliated in the inferloroinferiorinfer heloroioro

presents also a variant interpretation the spirit not dwell-

ing or rulingruline in man 1 in the small plates the concept of

the spirit not striving with man is found three timestimesetimmse 3

from the cited usa4eusage of it in the old testamenttestamentytestamentsTesta itstentymentycenty employ-

ment appears to be valid
to loebe carried away in the spiritpiritcirit 1 or somsomesoa varia-

tion such as carried away in a vision 5 or caught away in

thetho spirit 0 are expressions that seem to be originalorlori withInal

the book of mormon at least the phrasing an apparent le-

gitimate basis for such concept is supplied by ezekielEzeeoe wjl1rvjplklelkieikiel
m jr and the spirit lifted metue upoup IT the verb stem of

this phrase1 isI1lrasearase VJS whichwhi symbolizesch notsimbolisymboli onlyze tos lift up
Q

but alsoaisoisosi to bear carry take awayawayoagwayo 8

A question has been raised by some as to the validity
of the concept the as used in the follow-

ing passage ye haveh seenxe an anyeianyelaneel and he spake unto you

yea ye have heard his voice from time to time and he hath

spoken unto you in a still small voicoy but ye were past feel-
ing

fool-

ing that ye could not feel his words e one hebrew verb that
seems to qualify for such asaousao is vav3 which can bobe translated
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feelfeal 1 geleniusctesenlusgeseniusseniusGe defines its english equivalents as to dis-
cern mentally to discern to perceive to attend give

heedhoodhoed to 2

akin to the phrase ye could not feel his words is
the choice em blind in your lindsemindseminds 3 this is ancrin excellent

bit of imagery for which it appears the prophet joseph smith

could not have found a model in the old testamenttestamentotestamentsTest yetamento there

is a rebrewhebrew adjective 1ijJV blind which has as one of its
connotationsyconnotationsconnotation mental blindness as in the metaphorical use in

isaiah 2918 4218 458438
A number of phrases from the bookboolboocbooi of mormon might be

subsumedsubs underunde-rtimed the beneralgeneralge concepteneralbeneral of apostasyoapostasy the first of

these is to turn aside or to turn awayawajoabajo typical illus-
trations arearesaret and as for those who are at jerusalemJeru 0salein 0

they shall be scourged 0 0 0 becausebecamise they crucify the god of

israel and turntinti their hearts asidet 4 and because they

turn thejjaeart they shall wander in the flesh
and they no more turn as ir hea against the holy one

of israel the verb ICT signifies to turn aside or to
7turn away or to depart hence to apostatizespostatizco thusthu authe-

nticity Is iven to the bookbool of mormon usage of turning aside

pso 589 2geseniussgesenius lexiconslexicongLexilexielexledexl pcong 140

1 mene 787-08 see also I1 ne 147 1730 jar 1513
441 noM 1913
1 ne 1914 note the uncommon descriptive phrase

they shall wander in the fleshe
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seniuslcieseniussealus
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in I1 Jilenephiphi 150321332153213-032 is a statement that the lord will not

suffer11suffer that the gentiles shall forever remain in that awful

a tate p f blindnessbjandne ss 0 it Is noted thattha in the first editioneditions
the last phrase reads awfult1awful state of woundwounded ng the change

is not of great importance butbat there is a loss of a pictur-
esque word wound edness which could be a rendition of VA

stroke or blow specifically of judgmentsjudS thatments god sendslsends1sendalsend

or
sl

y E wound 2

an apostate condition is also reflected by ripened11ripened in

iniquity5iniquity13iniquity or513 some related form the old testament is devoid

of this expression but interestingly it is found in the

doctrine and covenantsocovenantstovenCoven
1antso

nephi graphically condemns men for trampling under

feet the things which somesamesocesace men esteem boto be of great worth

both to the body and the soul yea even the very god of
5

israel do men trample under their feetfeetofeato the verb TT

has as a meaning to trample under foot and is so employed

in psalm 9113
the prophet zenos relates the consequences that will

befall those at jerusalem who reject the god of israel one

consequence is descriptively portrayed by they shall 0 a0

become a hiss and a by wordy and be hated among all natlonsonationsnat lonso

this exact phrase was not found in the old testament although
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the concept of becoming a hiss or hissing is encountered the

expression dawdpw doddolnod signifies to become a hissing ieioco g

object of scorn in deuteronomy 28372857283728.37 there is a phrase of

similar meaning and constructconstructionconstructiolconstruction y YA 7bv3 pd
tljvTl 9Jv which ansiatedtranslated is and thou shall become an as-

tonishment a proverb and a byword it is not difficult to

generalize that the nephite writers could have substituted a

word and thus have createdgreateddreagrea theted verbal image a s and a

z

the familiar term s tumblinbltumblin asbl employed in the

book of mormon could possibly have as its basis the hebrew

f 1 VD b cause of stumbling which3 has been translated in

the old testamentTest ascament

dan V

ansia tedtr

ly
word

em loyed

stumbling3

and 4 the
N

2816

tonishment

ro by the workings of the spirit
which is in me that by the stumbling of the jews they will
reject the stone upon which they might build and have a
safe foundation but behold according to the scriptures
this stone shall become the great and the last andthe
only suresur foundation upon which the jews can buildbuildobuilds

the hebrew 13 stone is spoken of as a foundation

stone in isaiah 28 16 in this same verse 9 the phrase

falTZF

J

TU

3

I1ffl bb3 trip13111117 alsoe
1ff foundis which translated is a cor-

ner

cor-

nor stone of preciousness of a sure foundatlonofoundation ti

in continuance of his remarks relative to the stum-

bling of the jews and their rejection of the stone upon which

geleniusgesonlusgeseniusseniusgesenGesonGe j22lexiconlus P 104801080

2 nengsnge 141 II11 ne 453455433 2620

davldsonDav lexiconldsonidson p cccxcviocccxcv1 jaco 41516

stumblinbiln block

stumbling blockoblockbalocko

we read in the book of mormon

and now I1 jacob am led on by the spirit unto pro-
phesying for I1 plplroerceive

hav
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dleflende drunken with

blood in the sense that is usually denoted to drunkenness

ie the state of inebriation one hebrew word used to ex-

press this imaeimagelmaeicaeinage is iw1d1 which means basically to drink to

the fill

fitotito

oriorle

yim111

jewshjewsj

espresexpres slonsion

stone2stoneb

2theathe
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to build 9 jacob comments and now 3 my belovedbelovedylovedybe how is it po-
ssible that they the jewsjewa after having rejected the sure foun-

dation can ever build upon it that it may become the head of

their corner this last is an unusual expression which gives

one a feeling of incompletenessoincompletenessincomplete Anesso model for such usage is
found in the hebrew of psalms 1182211822 pjq waw3 aptdpt
which literally means become as head of the corner but has

been translated in the authorized version is becomebecame the head
0stone of the corners 11 and in the version of the jewish publi-

cation society is becomebecame thetiletlle chiefie corner stonestoncostanco

A strikingstrik expressionexiniz fromp the book of mormon is to

be drunken with iniquity and all manner of abominationsabominationsoabomination 3

this figure of speech undoubtably has its roots in the graphic

bit of imagery conjured uptiplip by old testament writers drunken

with bloodobloedo obviously one does not becomebecot

or as we might say in english to drink to the

point of beanybelnybeing satiated 11
A second word zyltil means to be-

come satiated with drinkodrink it would seem evident that this
state of belnabeinabeingbeins drunken with blood refers to a state of being

ijacidao 4170417o
0 the italicized stone indicates a word furnished by

the translators to clarify the meaningmoaning of the original hebrewhebrewd

13 bepwepII11 271ne
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satiated with bloodshedobloodshedblood atshedo least nephi seems to have this
concept as he employs the phrase when he talks about the

strife that will be fostered by the reat and abominable

church

to depict appropriate reverence or piety toward the

lordy the lebrewhebrew1 employs the phrase n7p or 13772377 jltp
the fear of god or jehovahjehovahoJehova itho implies a more profound sym-

bolism than the commonly accepted connotation of the word

fear in its most pregnant sense it carries the implication

of reverence toward godG ofod relllonrellionrelrelireilrellrei andllonilon of pietyplefcyo 2 theion book

of mormon usage of the phrase fear of god as it has been de-

fined is compatible with that of the old testamentotestamenttestamentsTest 3amento

it is notable that the hebrewrebrew lanuaelannaelanrlaarlanu hasae no word

the true religion is designated as he fear of

god or yahwegahweYa chomskyhwe declares that the concept of reli-
gion is defined through the medium of the word ninlilnln jl torah
teaching 0

5 rellll222jt2jbal not appear in the small platespiates but

curiously it is used ten times in the book of alma and in no

other placeeplaceplaced it is noted that public speakers sometimes are

attracted to a particular expression and use it so frequently

that it becomes identified with them it mihtmightliht be that alma

had a special wordywords different from that employed by other
book of mormon writers which the prophet joseph smith

I1 ne 22132213o22130 2gesenlus lexicon p 4410
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translatedtran rellgioncrgligtlslatedalated
in describing conditions of tiiethetitiletlle lastie days as they had

been revealed to hinhim nephi predicts that there would be some

with the philosophy of eat drink and be merryoerry 1 0 0 yea

lie a little take the advantageadvantaadvaita ofe one because of his wordsywoodsy

di this italicized phrase is used

tropically of snares devices or plots against anyone its
usage in the book of mormon appears bonafidebonafidco

the hebrew S 3315 DIPnypPAPangbap to rind the face of the

poor has its counterpart in this passage from the small

plates

and the gentiles carearedare lifted up 0 0 they have built
up many churches 0 a 0 they put down the power and mira-
cles of godygods and preach 0 0 0 their own wisdom and their
own learning that they may et rain and brindgrind upon the
face of the pooropoorbooro

for those who kill the prophets it is predicted in the

small plates that buildings shall fall upon them and crush

them o0 g rindind them t 0

j y itlllfor which the english equivalent is and

he brake it in iolepie ur like powder hbtig

lehllehi records that the dajs

I ne 288 1I ne 143143 twice 22l4o221402214
0 7gesenlusgeseniusseniusgeleniusGesenGe lo10lexiconluslub P 4994990 0 isao 105115153153

II1111
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see p 46 of this thesis
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ilellelie brew

offoft the

nohnob

illili ne

guraur

eiphniph al formforo of the verby has the implicit
meaningmoaning of shaking or rousing ones self 4 and the latter im-

plies the shakingsha offIcing of a yoke of captivity 0

91

prolonpod 0 that they mightmicrht repent while in the fleshofleshelesho i
the concept of prolonging one days is compatible with good

hebrew usage as illustrated by the employment of the verb

hto make lonelongionelo prolongbulznulz as seen in I1 kings 3slp3
trps translated then I1 will lengthen thy daysodaysdacso it

A

tj
phrase comparable to the biblical throw off the

yoke of captivity is noted in this book of mormon passabetpassagespassage

0 that ye would awake awakewake from a deep sleep yea
even from th sleep of hell and a shakehake awful
chains by which ye are bound which are the chains which
bind the children of men thattha they are carried away cap-
tive down to the eternal gulf of misery and bocowoco 2

similarly jacob counsels shameshate qur selves

iljl0 rom thetho slumber of deatdeath and loose yourselves from

the pains of hell 3

the imagery of shaking or arousing onesonos self to an

awareness of impendingimpendin or threatening circumstances is ex-

pressed by two hebrewlebrewI verbs IJ and JJ each has the

connotation of shaking particularly shakingshaling off foliagefolifoil butaseayoaeo

the former y in thetho n

the similarity
of throwing off a yoke of captivity to throwing off the

chains with which ye are bound is so apparent as to need no

elaboration and would tendfondfend to support a claim of legitimacy

II11
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2 nenelnei 113 see also II11 no 123 95
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for the book of mormon descriptive phrase

an uncommon bit of imagery is presented by nephi with

hlishiskilshlib bellows wherewithherewithtd to blow the firefir and that I1 might
0

havehaave wherewith to blowtlie fire 0 the hebrehebrewcebre tt9j signifies
to blow up a fire to kindlekindie up as does t115rh3rha As noted

this expression from the bookboolrboohr of mormonkormon111 whichormonoreon is not common to

english is a legitimate hebraism grounded in the old testa
A4

mentmontcent ezekiel speaks in terms of blowing a firefireqfired in and of

itself this phrase is quite inconsequential but as a part of

the qgregale it adds weight to the assumption that the wene

phitesphiles werewore of semitic origin and that this is to bobe indicated

in their records

another wellexecutedwellwollweilweli phrase of nephi is they did

breathe out much t1ireateningsthreatonlngs against anyone that should speak

he
6

for mernoihoibo the pronouncement is employed only this once in the

small plates but is used subsequently in the book of mormonhormonemormonemorcone

A similar construction is oundfoundaund in psalm 2712 ff 77 it3sHSI
breathe out cruelty or according to davidsonDav toldsonidson breathe

ry7out violencevioTio wronglencelonce or injury

the hebrew has a peculiar characteristic manner of

speech to indicate the termination of any given act viz

1
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oneaonetsonesconets speeclspeechyspeechlyspeece is notriot in harmony with our english idiomidiomoidioms As

ilasliashas been observed this is a peculiar characteristic wholly

foreign lo10to the genius of our language r 5

lehllehi

lawllawilawa

I1

I1 mene 71419 11II ne 2611 I1114 ne 8380858
brookbank15brookbank15 the

ankoanke

igiligli

aakenale

isinghsing

3050

caageceage an activity these examples are typi-

cal ceasing to pray

93
mnko an end of speaking make an end of blessingeasingessingbl etc

the liebrehebrew verb that soemsseems to bobe predominantly used to convey

this sense is n3D 0 the
2

bookuook of mormon riterswritersit likewise

indicateitid1cate cessation by madlingmaklnjma1ling an end to those activities
speaking5speaking sayings5 1 prophesying5prophesying and5 writingwritlncnriting 6 it

is curious to note that booknook of mormon writers also just makemale

an end

the hebrew uses another phrase to convey the same

meaalnij leie to

cease from troublingtroublinctroub ceaselinc to

zisweranswer 10 and cease to hear tilifilltill book of mormon parallels
are the ceasingceasinc 0 fleeingfloe 12 sineinclne strivingstrivincstrit 1513vinevincr and itI1 speaklngespeakingrv 14if14i
the

ng

idea of cakingmaking ancandan end to ones activity especially to

oneb

speaking to his son jacob of the atoning sacri-
fice of christ states that christ offered himself as a sacri

f00 to answer the endsend s of the law16law1 and that this sacrifice

youn ogOP

era XVIII 1914 p 158138

II161111igli nesneene 272-07
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eithereitheeltherelthe translationr is correct the one isisilsi a bit awk-

ward

nephi properly differentiates between goats and wild

goatscoats in the above passagedpassageopassagepass inageo hebrew there are multiple words

to categorize the following types of goats Q wild

libidlibmliambibid 16 211 ne 21010
asee3see paespages 242624 of26 this thesis enos 121

kinekingeine

ruliylayi

mannernanner of cattiecattleoattie of
evoreevoryev kindPrY g and oats and wild boatsjoatsgodtsloatsgoats and also many
horseshordeshortes

iiavia

nypnyk

rdsads and flocks of

klnaln s

ernprnp Vs
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is effective only for those with a broken heart and contrite
spirit for unto none else can the ends of theiheahe law be an-

swered H lehi then declares that the ends of the law

answer the gnd s of t ttatt2 the rare hebrew noun

D j3 end intent lends itself readily to this phrase

it is derived from the verb tijrij to answer it will be

remembered that the hebrewrebrew finds delight in effecting parono-

masia which is commonly achieved by the process of deriving a

noun from a verb

the following passage portrays authentic hebralsmshebraisms

and it came to pass that the people of nephi did till
the land and raise all manner of rain and of fruit and
f flockslocjisloujis of jw all

flocks of herds 9 and flocks of all manner of cattle
of every kind is delightfully unusual the hebrew irjpn74jjpj Vjtv
DU P 13 in 0 1 7 V I1713 713 ryi could easily and properlyoyerlypr

be renderedrenclered as found in the book of mormon it could just as

properly be translated herds of cattle the larger or bovine

species and flocks of animals the smallsnailsuallsmail cattlebattlehattiehattlecattie of the einkineln
james translation such domesticated animals as sheep of all
kineskinds

i
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coats1coatsygoatsCoats y shesho goatsegoatsboats 2 and either tjas771 y f

or E it would be of interest to know at
what stasestage the general term goats was introduced whether by

nephi or by joseph smith who may have failed to distinguish
between hohe and she goatsegoatsogoatsboats

nephi speaks of the return of the children of god from

the four quarters of the earth and commentsco thatmaxientmrxient thes lord
numberethttnumberethnum hisbereth sheep and theythoy know him and there shall bobe

one fold and one shepherd and lieholleile shall feed his sheep and inija

him tiietiletibotibetlle s 11 f ind ure t16 there are interestinginterest ramiaramiframifica-

tions
inS ica

of the word pasture beyond that of feeding tropically
as a verb it signifiessiosifslo to lead govern or rule it has the

sense of taking pleasure or delight in and of associating withowithaitho

in its declined state as a noun it symbolizes a friend a

companion a lover in moments of speculation it is visual-
ized how1 thelow savior in his relationship to his people would

satisfy anyiny desired connotation of the word

there are some word images in the book of mormonkormon which

would require no elaboration as to their authenticity because

their old testament usage is so common egogoego and I1 beheld

multitudes of people yea even as it were in number a s

p 876

61 lene 22s 25 davidson lexicon p DCLXXXVI
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5 he coatsgoatsboats 1 now
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citciteoitoolto g ppap 599600599 jac600 17
Ps 958 italicized words indicate those inserted

by the translators

tiletiietlle provocation lnin the days of t em atlonpt
wilderness0wilderness

thasthis is somewhat parallel to the old testament 7vjpjjywpji r

131111tl r3aff q3331 translated harden not your

heart asIs in the provocation and

oanman n

although the expression roundpound about may be common to

the english vernacular the manner in which it is used in the

smallsuall platespiates is strange 3 5
yea after the lord god shall

have camped against them round about and shall have laid
siege against them

wildervildernesneb

fobrob

vieile

lilkli

illiii

brovprovpp atlon

raarna

thcattheat the lot

itait3

jdavidson4davidson

lenvirenvi ininaninsininn part of the bookbool of mormonmornion D
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andaidald feast upon that which perlshethperishethperlperi notsheth neither can bobe cor-

rupted and let zourjour 8qii 1 d delifiolihtolitt in fatnessit1 and we cast

lots whcjhc of usurs should go unto the house of laban and it
catlecame to pass tha t th 0 1 0 t fell u p on la

lu there are over 200 similar ex-

pressions in thetlle old testament the majority of them trans-

lated from the substantive 330 circuit which is properly
4

used as an adverb or a preposition this expression is used

four other times in the small plates and eightythreeeighty times in

the remalninsremalrecalreaal
jacob is the author of an unusual expression

0 iestlostlest by any meansmoansneans he should swear in his wrath they
fhecheC childrenhe of nephienephi3nephij should not enter in into his
rest 9 asbusets in to
while the children of israel were inln the st

as sinjin the day of temptation

the basic meaning of foa rendered provocation is

I1 ne 951 isa 552 2 hene 511311
11aji3ji ne 2615 davldsondavedsonDav lexiconldson p DLXXI
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rllrilriiall thistills clarifies the message of the psalmist he Is
saying harden not your heart as iriinirllri the contention in the days

of trial hiiewhilehilewhylevf the children of israel were in the wilderness 11

thysthiothisthyo is the message of jacob warning lehisgehis posterity that
they should not become contentious la moments of strife as the

children of israelIsr didLiel while they were in the desert followingfollowingxfollowings

their releaserolease from eyptebypteydt
the followingfolfoi picturesquelowinS expressions from the smallsmail

plates in the majority seem to be uniqueuni toItie the book of mor-

mon due to the fact that theythoy are in the genitiveSeni casetive it
would not be difficult to translate themthein back into adequate he-

brew using thetho construct state

cleeleeie

rookrqgkrock

979117

conoonc ont enttent

I1 stritrl 1

154134 34.34 141617-
1

141617-
51 none 2217221 11II ne 117 61 liene 17551735

I11

2216
ne 125 1911 OI0181 ne 2218

ai9i91 none 823825 twice 24221 12417 mists of

I110 ne 13415413.4 15291329 twice
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11II hone 108 27127101

I111 12ne 210527 isa12isa 2221

134154

genaenmesi
and

10

c

mist

oessmessv

aielayel

isyisa

anotherinother of harlots the otherherothor

cavcaa ojof which is reminiscent of isaiahisaiahs cleft
i 0

ofpf a

i on and that of 7 ff rendered temptation is
2t

the first of these is

2il22elbjil

r of da f

vajor gf smoo0 of dark
c

nationstionseions of the
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two other expressions not in the genitive case
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elivebelieveellvebelleve is not employed but the illusion of a verb has been

achieved through the use of the hpl participle 0 the

phrase would be more properly rendered ye were ones not be-

lieving in the lord or just as correctly ye were ones not

faithful in the lord your godogod

uziuzludi
muchimuchtuchmuchl gafflictionf in the iirilderness 2

endlingdwindlingindling
neqneo 12

4 5ibid see I1 mone eslotslo ac 232 3

halhj2h il

lusedaused

98

are rindledwindledi in unbeliefnland we did travel and wade through
0f

one construct phrase is no longer evident in the cur-

rent editions of the lbook of mormon but the phraseology found

in the first edition is worthy of mention ie 9 wherefore

let us be faithful 1 n hlin 3 and if it so30 be that wowe are

faithful j him welorelaretare shall obtain the laridlandlar ofid prom1sepromiseepromise 4

in
each instance the word in has been changed to read t 00 in he-

brew the preposition a3 in is grammatically more correct

than is the preposition lla to in each of the above cases

evidence of this is seen in part of the hebrew text of deutero-

nomy l32o13201 this0 part32 hshashab been translated ye did notriot believe

thetiletlle lord your god however in this passage the active verb

b

in the hebrewhebreicebrei text p7tq
in the lord is used in this passage but has not been so

translated
A number of provocative expressions have been dis-

played by jacob in his writings and sermons egegoeboesq I have

hitherto been diligent 1 n the f

1

ic 0 f mgalling J and

used eleven times in the small platesoplatespiatesplatero see reynolds
22211 sub jacjjocj dwindle dwindled po 19519519

221 none 1710 oodswo 00 chod p 160igo see 1I ne ftl2
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tiletletietlletilotiletlle li t of 110 llytoyaly harden not your heartsllhtlihtleht jf lazylady

ilklil

beybev ond the mark

biobao

ojffohff

cancpn ppap 53132531

nievnifv our office

magnifymagnifv mine office withirith soberness 0
ltvlt2

further illustrations of the creativity and unusual

expressiveness found in jacobs sermons and writings follow

wherefore tnymy beloved brethren I1 beseech you in words
of soberness that ye would repent and come with full pur-
pose of heart and cleave unto god as liehelleile cleatethcleavethclea untoveth
you and iljlsin

aji1jifncDIC 119 ac 22 jac 65605 jaco4jacijac 726
ijac5jac 56 6jqg 48408 7jaco7jacijac Is414
8geseniusgesenlusGesen lexiconlo10iuslus xi

ijac2jac ijac3jac

aj6j 0
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similarly wowe did sssjllzi unto tho lord and

accordingflaccording to the responsibility which I1 am under to god to

ma daifyjaify mj ne i Q

also our lives passed away likelice as it werewore unto us a
dream vewe belajbelnjbein ay lonesome and a solemn people wanderers
cast out from jerusalem born in tribulation in a wilder-
ness nd hated of our brethren which caused wars and
contentions wherefore we did mourn out our daysondayso4

and it came to pass that after many days it began to
put forth socesome whtaht a litop thereof becan to porlsho5perish5perishoperish

behold

5

great and marvelous are the works of the lord
how unsearchable are the depplasdeptlas ojbhe
and it is impossible that man should indfind out all his
ways and no man knoweth of his ways save it be revealed
to himhiu 0

but behold the jews were a stiffneckedstiff peoplenecked and
they despised the words of plainness and killed the pro-
phets and sought for things they could not understand
wherefore because of their blindness which blindness
came by lq

nd could have been rendered from

the hebrew tl

ma

2

a nd

and

while his armare of m is extended towards lqu

e

n
days 1

af ter
somewhat little youneyoung and tender branches

but behold the main be

z re de s of the skeriessteries of hiuhimhdmpth
f

nd revea led
M in

0

lookin b nd the mark

jjtj to miss the markcark which also connotes the
0act of sinning or errineerring 08 an understanding of this verb

clarifies jacobs statementstatementestatementsstat
in

emente

referring to the allegory of the tame and wild olive

m irk
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inaringinrrlneyng of the natural back into their own trees 0

lorjorrormon

iellejlel 53

it is possible that this glegoryallegoryllegory of the olive trees 9

which is attributed to the prophet zenoszoneszenes is the antecedent

of the various biblical and book of mormon quotations that
have a similar cast this could account for the common use of

cumberr in jacob and in lulelukeduke the short parable of jesus

quoted by luke luke 1369136 hashah4 someAs similarities to the par-

able of thetiietile olive broestroestrees it is interesting that paul in his
epistleep toistle the romans speaks of tiiethetile process of graftingrafting a

wild branch into a good olive tree and the subsequent graft
Fs

6sagsaasa 5 171

8 II11 mene 2555253325 5533

jaco 5l3o5135230513051
om

3

1124 sa 51751 I17 ne 122412

I1
24

duleduie

dikesulkes

cumcuabrancbrane 6e Qis used in deuteronomydeuterodeotero 112niomyiiomy which is a translation
of t019 t burden or troubletroubtroubie

gelenius3gesenius lexicon

cumberlcumbers

cumbranccumbrans

troubledtroublej

interestsinteresti ng

arom5rom
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trees jacob uses the word cumbecambocuabo r which appears once in the
newmowmew testamenttestament2testaments and2 nowhere in the old testamenttestaiTestal howeverment

JMIIISIIS

isaiah s par-

able of the vineyardvine couldyrd have been patterned after the al-
legory of zenos

althoughAlthoaitho jacobubiugiubl is the source of numerousnumerotis curiosities
nephi is the author of two of the unique statements to be found

within the pages of the book of mormonnormon after inscribing the

bulk of the words of isaiah to be found in the small plates
p

nep111nephi makessikes some lengthy comments and predictions in the course

of which he reflects on the record of his people which will
have been preserved in the dust andundunoano which would come forth out
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thetho things written in this book hallshallshali be

of great worth 11

subsequently the lord speaks through nephi saying

but behold 3 there shallshalishail be many at that day when I1
shalishall proceed to do a marvelous worlwork among them that I1
may remember my covenants which I1 have made unto the chil-
dren of men that I1 caymay set my hand again the second time
to recover my people which are of the house of israel

and also that I1 may remember the promises which I1
have made unto thee nephi and also unto thy father
that I1 would remember your seed andatad that tim words of
zsjiilss sll
seedbedbeed andind my words shall hiss forth unto the ends of the
earth for a standard unto i-myi-v people which are of the
house of israeliIsrael

the

3

italicized phrase in this last passagepassar would seem

to infer that the lord would accept the nephite record as

II11 ne 2012 geseniusesenlusseniusgeleniusesen lexiconlusius p 5845840

I1311 ne 2912

bookbooy tr

thothe

halihail

linuinto

aradarid

liilil

pecipecl allyailyall unto our seed which is a remnantre ofagnantainant the liouseflousealiouse1 oflouse
israel 1

ttenaten

peciallyspecially

linssaings

inenasal

1heahe
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of it OF the part this record would have in the establishingestablishinl
of the word and the work of thetilotile lord nephi testifies

and now behold my brethren I1 have spoken unto you
accordineaccording as the spirit hath constrained me wherefore I1
know1cnow that theytileytlley oastmastoust surely come to passipass

the thingsiings which shall be ri ou t
shall bobe of sroatgroatgreat worth unto the children of men and es-
pecially

out the j30qk anslatestranslates readily into the hebrew

qnl h is the coalesced form of two hebrew words

jbof from which comes the idea from the partitive signi-

ficance of the word of proceeding out of or from anything
2according to seniusgoseniusgeseniusgeleniusGoGe and 3 ff H thothe bookobook it would

seem that tillsthis awkward book of mormon expression is an authen-

tic hebraism for a concept which in english would bobe phrasedllirasedp

differently ieiesiealea

10
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mis2misa

tat7
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scripture and that at some future time it would be revealed to

thetho descendants of nephi as the word of the lord with all the

force as if spoken by his mouthomouthboutho

A comment would seemseeseenbee to be appropriate on the word

hiss as it is employed inliclin the above passagedpassageopassagepass ordinarilyageeageo hiss
is used in the scriptures in the sense of scorn or derision
the meaningmoaning ofofthethe verb RVJIVJ is to hiss or to whistle 0

3

derived from this is the tropical meanlnffmeaning as used by isaiah
and nephinephisrephis to call the nations to assemble from the ends of

2thetho earthoeartlieartle
lehi speaks graphically of a guifgolfgulfsulfbulf of misery and woeWOEN in

a discourse to his descendants wherein he exclaims 0 that ye

would awake 0 0 even from the sleep of hell 0 0 andrindfindlind shake

off the awful chains

1 T ones going

down to the sepulchre signifying the dead21 or W the

under world which geseniusgesenliisseniusgeleniusGesenGe describeslulsliisllis as a vattvast subterranean

laceplace full of thick darkness a 0 in which are congregated

thetho shades of the deaddeada the significance of which is a matter

of debate amoneamongatone biblical scholars or tltjl pit which is
symbolic of bhethe many hebrew words that are emblematic of death

seniusgeseniusgesenausGeGes alexiclexicenAus on p 1047

sa 526o52605265220 II11 ne 1130

seniusgosoniussonius4geseniusGo lexlexiconicon p9 1po 341540 see asspss 281 30350s5o
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f rom

0 0 which bind the children of men

that they arearc carried away captive down to the eternal guifgulf4ulaul of

eioljilijl u n speakingspiking of this gulf lehllehidehl may have had

the concept denoted by the hebrew
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opespeaks
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and destruction

the fullfallfuli implicationimplialimpliac of a thought expressed by nephi

is probably lost upon those lackinglac1laca discernmentU ofn the idio-
matic

idio-
m imagery of the hebrewsIlellelie itbrews is necessary to know some-

what of the context from which the expression is extracted in

order to botterhotterbetter comprehendmprehendco these implications in essence

nephi speaks of the fate of those who fight against zion liehelleile

describes the awe promotinijpramotino conditionsconditi of
1

thean6n lasts days and

comments thattint the wrath of god will be poured outoat upon the

wicked hohe states tliateliat those who belong to the kingdom of

the devil will fear and tremble and quake they must

be brought low in the dust they 0 0 e must be consumedconsultonsul asnedaed

stubbletubbie 3

nephi then assertscis thatsierts the righteous be led

s and the holy one of israel must reinreign

in dominionminionda andalid rnlhtairmir andrht powerpoirerpolier and c siorgloryslor

to fatten cattle whenvienmienulenV amosienlen refers to calves of

the stall he seems to have reference to sleeksleekssleeky wellfedwell

calves

fed

however6 this does not seem to be the connotation

that llophinophlnoehl desires to convey hohe seems to imply that when the

11 bideibidbloeblob p 1003 eo I1 neno 22 1 none 22250222322230222522 250230
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ordin-

arily the expression calves11calves11 of the stall seetsseems to connote

the quality of fatnessfatfot ornobsnossnebs of bein well attendedoattendedatten thisdododedo con-

ception wouldouldvt seem to be substantiatedsubstantiat6d in the proverb better
is a dinner of herbs where love is thathantharatharl aar stalled ox and ha-

r
tredtrod therowitho the lebrewhebrew1 verb used in this proverb is
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lealenieaA

I1

tiletlle
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calves are led up to the stall it will be as a protectiveprotect
measureneasuremeasneas

iveivolve

againsture tiietile calamities that others will be experienc-

ing that they may be brought to their proper place and cared

for adequatelyadoquate one hebrew verb which seems to bobe appropriate

to the conditions portrayed by nephi is raijrtij which has as

its primary meaningmeanitir to lead or to conduct with care and

protection henceherice a secondary meaning is to protect to

provide for and to sustainstainsi tiltii

igesenlus

104

for ado quate ly
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beusedbemused

CHAPTER VI

LEXICAL IDIOMS AND CULTURAL connotations

the objective of thetho last two chapters has beenboonboen to

present idiomatic expressions that evoke an imagery notriot common

to our western minds yet understandable to a degree bein

idioms that are comparable to the literary style and form of

old testament idioms ther2herahe premise of this chapter is some-

what differentodifferentdifferenthodiffer
it

ento

is generally recognizedrecogiriize among studentsstusta ofdents languageslanu
thattinat

aesaeb
there are some phrases so fused with culturalcLil connotationsturalturai

and involvements that whilethile the expression may have signific-

ance in translation the fulisfullsfullfuli rich importluport of it will be lost
in themselves wordsworos have no meanings it is our reactions
tofco them or our experiences withlith thealthem that lend them their
meaning what the words mean or convey to us depends on
the nature extent and intensity of our experiences di-
rect or vicarious with themthornthermthemm words are set in the
orbit of the experience of the people employ ins themtheniotheachenio
when

pe
transposed

0
from

P
one experiential orbit into another

by means of translation or borrowing the words change
their meaning tt

roerrogerroser brown further develops this idea
A more common sort of lexical difference Is one of

imperfect coincidence of partially overlapping terms
the german vaterlandyaterlandwaterlandyaVa isterland much likeilke thetho american fatherland
the two words may have identical referents if however
wowe extend our notion of semantics to include allali the con-
texts in which a word may be used and all the things said
of it allallialiailalilaill the adjectives applied to itsity all the emotionalemotion
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eitocitociteltoeitelt

lonelongione

I1

fatherlandarefatherland

lilsfils

larilarlguage cannot bobe rendered by their equiva-
lents in another lanuaelannaelanulanc withoutae losing something vitally
and essentially peculiar to the mentality and genius of
the people omnlolnemd theriovirr tongue it is a delusion to as-
sume that one caricancara fully understand the essence of judaism
in any aauaeaau butae hebrew 2

it would seem logical thentchen

kmonknon

aageuage

khzthz lt

cac1 P

culturalculturalculaulcui connotationsturalturai in the bookbooz the term wilderness

106
slogans in which it appears it will be clear that vater
land and fa thelandtholand are not identical A full de-
scription of the meaning of any oneono of these words would
involve a description of the greater part of the culture
to which the word belongsbelongsolongsobe ruth bonedibonedictbenedictbenedibenBon hasedict actually
presented the japanese culturealturect by attemptiattempting to eivejivegivesiveyiveelve the
fullullfuliuli meaningsmeaninjsdeaninmeanin of a few japanese wordsowordswordsw the japanese e
quivalelatquivalontquivalquiva oflentlontelat elder brother for example is partially
identical with our term but a full definition involves a
description of japanese lawlow and family ilfelife 1

an attempt will be made in tillsthis chapter to initially
explore selected idioms from the book of mormon that are lexi-
cally understood butbuitbultblit for which the complete richricia complex of

connotations is forfeited in translatlono chomsky affirms that
words inirilrii oneri lariguagelanguage

that it is of interest
and vital importance to those who accept the book of plowmontiormonploimontIpioPlonio asormonimon

1 jenuinelenuinegenuine scri turetunescripture to be able totio perceiveperce moreivelve adequately the

is a

case in point nibley states
the desert into which lehilohilehl first retreated and in which

hohe made lishisils1 first lonion camp has been known since old testa-
ment times as the wi ld erne ss par excellence thanks to
thetho bibleybiblebibie it is uhlsthis very section of the earths surface
to which the word ldernessrlldernossolderness most closely applies so that
nephi is using thetiie word in its fullest correctness from
I1 nephi Q811811. and 7 we learn that by wilderness he means
waste ie desert and not juneiojungle 5.5

roer brown wordsjfprds and glencoe illillolillii the
freefroe press 1958 ppap TT

chomsky opeop p 12

huh nibley lehilehl in the desert and the world of the
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nibleynibloy quotes kenyon to the effect that the wilwlldor-

ness refers not only to uninhabitableuniiahabita wastes but also to

terrain that is characteristic of oases and wadlewadieswadie where

crops may be raised

the hebrew word 13ta is the term most frequently em-

ployed in the old testament to signify wildernesswildernessowilder itsnesso two

asicbsicisic meanings are a an uninhabited region not mountain-

ous nornouoor desert but adapted to pasturing and b a desert
a sterilesterliest sandyerlieorilo region the latter concept may have beenboonboen

predominant in the thinking of lehi and his party as they

traversedtravers the arabian peninsula and thetlletltiletiie formerle definition ex-

pressive of the conditions they encountered on this continent

after their arrivalsarrivaloarrivcalarr neitherivalo of these impressions coincides

with thatthoat cocalled11edlied to mind by us in this country for whom wilder-

ness suggestssu forestsjests and woods clearings and tangled under-

brush nor to the english idiom are desert and wilderness

synonymous terms as they are for the hebrew it is curious
1aa desert is found only twice in the book of mormon these

instances bein in the isaiah chapters 5 whereas wildernewildernesswilbernewilwllderne ss is
employed hundreds of timesotimestymestimeson 6

lehi waxes poetic in illshislils usageusajeusar ofe the word wild erne 3 s

and now I1 speak unto you josephyjoseph my last born thou
wast born in111i 11 the widerncidernwi yeadern in

ibid p p 56 eniuscseniuscs

1 r i

c it jilzss 9 wilderness

10

nible ny ke yon

s

b

2
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iiilillii none 31 I1 hene 335s3e 5 none 25025
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afiqfiop 1C

mothaother

nearernearen the red sea 3

warewqre in

sidefsided rjprrj ofpr

meanindeanin

wildernesswildernes s hohe pitched his tent in a
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the dayssayslays of my c100 sorrow did thy mother bear thee 1

and now joseph my last born whom I1 have brought outoat
of the wilderness ojgjigof mine afflictions may the lord blessblossbiess
thee forever for thy seed shall not utterly be destroyedodestroyeddestro 2yedo

nephi records that after leavinialeaving jerusalem lehi and

his party traveled in bhethe wilderness in the borders which are

i1252illll traveling in the borders near a body

of water does not fit our western pattern of thinking we are

insensitive to the fullfallfuli implications thatthelt suchslichsuich a construction

misatmishtmi3ht convoy to a semitessemiteosemite of the many hebrew words in the old

testamentTeat whichament have been translated borders 9 the most fre-
quently used is Q 4 which has as its meaning bound lim-

i t 9 border or terr itorj evidently the party of lohilohllehilehl was

not traveling along the shore flflebreobrow lips of the red

sea but rather in bhethe regions or the territory near the red

sea sequentlysubsequentlyStib nephimephimechi records and we did QOgo forth again

in the wildernesswilder followingfollowincfollowfollowithollowitnobsnossnebs theinc same direction keeping in

thetho most fertiletortile parts of the wilderness y whicwmchemchchic the

borerboror s 0

in logging the events that occurred after their depar-

ture from jerusalem nephi observes that after lehi had trav-

eled threethree days in the wildernessywildernessynesby

wa tertor the full import of

such a statement would elude most of us of the western
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botgotsot it 5

nibleylnibleysnibley lehllehi iinn the

veigweigvelbht

109log
culture becausebeca thetase only rivers with which we have had ex-

perience are so called because they have water otherwise

they are referred to as river beds nibley concludes that
the very fact that nephi uses the term a river of water

019 0 one only
speaks of rivers of aterwatertoiloitor in a country herewhere rivers do
not run allcallalicali thetild titymeme 1

an interesting passage in the old testament confirms

this observationobservationoobservations the setting is in the desert in which the

children of israel are wandering following their release from

bondadbondagebondag anaraari unknownunk scribecnown records from thence they jour-

neyed unto gudodahgudgodahGud andodah from gudodahGudgudraudr to jotbathJot abath land of

rive

lehllehi saw that the waters of the river em-
ptied into the fountain of the redrod saosbosoaseaabo

tiseuise

2deutaut
knote3note

5nibleysnibley

to say nothing of lehis ecstasies at the sight of it
shows flint they areaue used to thinking in terms of dry ri
vers the rivers of sand of the east

rs of

regarding this pas-

sage nibley commentscomoionts

Is the redrod sea a fountain for the arabs any water that
does not dry up is a fountain where all streams and pools
are seasonal only springs are abiding waterwatenaternaten that never
runs away or rises and falls and can therefore only be a
fountain this was certainly the concept of the EGYP

fiansflans from whom lehi may have 50 itoifo

de sert ppap 919291 italics92 are
nibleysbleysNi

eut 107
note the use of the plural waters from thetchebhe hebrew

IS73 vl the singular A is an unused form see davidsonDav
hebrew

ldson
grammar p 57 thlthisthi would seem to add veightweight to the

assumption that much of the translating of the prophet was
very specificsspecificespecific

4411 hene 29
nibley an aaraprapuqach t 0 p 2342321

ve ry
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rivers waters 2

while the ephetetiephiteephitedieptiep exileshite encamped by the side of a

river of water
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untainfountainbuntain may have the explicit meaning to the hebrew of a

source of iterwjferwaferwaterwefer that does not dry apyupy but there is a question

as to hetherwhethervi this type of fountain one that never dries up

is equivalent to the fountain of the redrod sea spoken of by

lehllehidehl nor to the writers satisfaction do the entries in

the various lexicons under the many lebrewhebrew1 equivalents of eneeng

l8lishla18 fountainfqhntain offer any clues to aid in the clarification of

the matter consequently the phrase is left as one noted

but whose cultural connotation is presently undetected

in speaking totb his son lemuel lehi exclaims 0

that thou lightestmjghtestmightestmight beteest likeilke u ato thisthib vall11 and stead-

fast
ajoulouio

encenr

ivourbivour

ai1i he 2102

Il

10

bley
e

anc nibley

110

the writer has no disagreement with the idea that
fe

ujo X nn80
fast y and immovable in keeping the commandments of the lord

As to this valley firmfir and steadfast who west of
suez would ever think of such an image we of course
know all about everlasting hills and immovable mountains
the moving of which Is the bestknownbest illustrationknown of the
infinite power of faith but who ever heard of a stead-
fast valley the arabs to be sure for them the valley
ond not the mountain is the symbol of permanence it is
not the mountain of refuge to which they floeflee but the
valley of refugeerefugeorefuge the great depressions that runrian for hun-
dreds of miles across the arabian penlsulapenisulapeninsulapenlpe passsulanisula for the
most part through plains devoid of mountains the
qualities of rinnessfirmnessfi and steadfastness of reliable pro-
tection freshmentrefreshmentreshment and sure refuserefuge when all else failsailsfalisfallsallsalis
whichwhiclawhicha other nations attribute naturally to mountains the
arabs attribute to valleys 2

this however is not to say that the hebrew did not

also attribute to mountains strength permanence and refuge

as well as other qualities psalm 307 reads lord by thy

favour thou has made my mountain to stand strong u there

1

ag ppoapo 234255234235234 255235
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lehllehi did not live in
the city for it was after they had failed to ot the
plates in Jerusaljerusalem that his sons decided to 50 down to
the land of our inheritance I1 hene 51621301621 and there
gather enough wealth to bulybuy the plates from laban loaded
with the stuff they went up again unto the house of la-
ban in jerusalem id 22f the book of mormon employs
the expressions to go50 down and to go up exactly as the
hebrews and egyptiaegyptiansegyptian did with reference to the location
of jerusalem and thus clearly establishes that lehis
property lay somewheresoMei inenere the country and notriot within the
walls of jerusalem 1

anotlier important item in the above quotation merits

attention paradoxically 3 though he dwelt at jerusalem

lehi did not live in the citycityocilyo

betget

allyaily

ilsals

ppap 560565 606

ill
comes to mindmand also the lofty expression of isaiah 22
and it shall come to pass in the last days that the mountain

of the lords house shall be established in the top of the

mountains tf

the term to go down from or up to jerusalem is
properly employed in the book of mormon while it is topo-

graphically appropriate due to the fact that jerusalem is
situated in the heights of the central mountain ranerange in is-
rael there also eemsseemsbeems to bobe a richer cultural meaningsmeaningomeaningeeanmean itinsoingo

is posited that the high position of jerusalemjerusale was achieved

because it was the locus for the secular and religious his-

torical movements in that country this conception apparently

was not confined to the hebrews but was also understood by

egyptians contemporary to lehislohlsdehls time

though he dwelt at jerusalem

in designatingdosigno 1lshistineting homeland while he
and his brothers always regard the land of jerusalem as

inlbleylnibleysnibley lehldehildehl in the desertdebertu

rae 1 s

the achie ved

11went

ns

attentionantion paradoxic

nibley

Jeru saiesale M

cm

nibley offers an explanation

when we speak of jerusalemJerus itilem is important to notice
nephsnephitsnepha preference for a nonbiblicalnon expressionbiblical the
land of jerusalem

tigo

liem



tilat1aqtiia

takenbuakenbaken with one hand resting on the middle tent pole if
a mans estate is to be declared void after his death
the tent posts are torn up edlatelyimmediately after the man has

expired and the tent is demolished lf

announceannounceme nt

andano the cult
of thothe tent was important to the hebrews as wellwellowelioweiloweliweil indeed
hebrew tentt ohel arabic family ahl wereworeivere originally onoone
and the sauesame word 0

coneonfused

nantsmants

ppap 575857 italics58 are nibleysnibleylsbleysNibleyNi
I1

oftheodthe

deinolldernoll sliedeslied4

signiasignif icanceacance

112

their homehomohonohone it is perfectly clearcloar from a number of passages
that the land of our fathers inheritance cannot possibly
be withiniprithin or even very near thetho city even though lehi
had dwelt at jerusalem in all his days I nephi 14

the terms seem confused but they correctly reflect actual
conditions for in thetltlletile adarnaamarnaie lottersloitersletters we read of thothe land
of jerusalemJerusa aslemil an areaaroa larger than thetho city itself and
eveneyen learn in one stanceinstance that a city of the land of
jerusalem betdet nlnibninibnijib has beenboonboen capturedocapturedcapt uredo

1

it was the ruleruloruie
in palestine and syrlasyriabyrla as thetho same letters show for a
larsolargelargolarse area around a city and all the inhabitants of that
area to bear the name of the city 0 10 the same conserva-
tism made it possible for socrates to be an athenian and
nothing elseelsoeiseeiso evenoven though hohe camecamo from the village of
alopekeAlogioglo atpekepeko some distance from the city this arrangement
deservesde mentionmservesservos because many have pointed to the statement
of almaalmaimaalcaaim 710 that the savior would bobe bornbor at jerusalem

as sure proof of
fraud it is rather the opposite faithfully preservingpres
the

ervinS
ancient terminology to describe a system which has on-

ly been recently discoveredodiscovereddiscover 1

thetho book of mormon reference to lehislohis tent apparently

would evokeevolve a much greater significance to a tent dweller than

to the nontentnon dwellerstentent of our culture
the editors of thetho book of mormon havehavo given a whole

verse to nephis laconic statement and my father dwelt
in a tentfonttont I1 nephilipphilip 215phi and rightly so since nephi
himselfhamsel finds the fact very significant and refers co-
nstantly boto his fathersitherls tent as the conterconfercenter of his universe
to an arab my father dwelt in a tent says everything
0 one of the commonest oaths of the arabs burckhardt
reports is by thetho life of this tent and its owners

so with the announcement that his father dwelt in a
tenttoutteut

the power of the oath is vividly depicted in the

bid 9 ppap 454 italics5 arearc nibleyN
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nt arabic

nephi servesservos noticenoticbotic that he had assumed the desert
way of life as perforce he must for his journey any
easterner wouldvrouldkrould appreciate the significance and importance
of the statementstElt whichement to us seems almost trivial
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dictionaiDiction

ixlinnimmediatelyraed1ately
relaxed and nephi swore another oath to him hatthat he would
be a free man if he wouldrould join thetibezile party therefore if
thou wilttiltwiit go down into the wilderness to my father thou
shall have place withirith us

tabletabie

fiastias

alasflas

therefcheref oreone

trcarc

libidbibid

2oathboath

113

incident that occurred between the servant zoram and nephi af-

ter the former had followed the latter out aldeaideside the city walls

of jerusalem zoramzoran had supposed erroneously that nephi was

his masteristernaster laban upon discovering that hohe had been deceived

zoram turned as iflf to flee to the city whenwhon nephi

a powerfulpowerfi fellowfellol7 heldholdheid the terrified zoram in a vicelikevice
grip

like
lonion enough to swear a solemn oath in his ear as

the lord livethlive andth as I1 live I1 nephinepi 452432ii that he
would not harm him if heho would listen zoram

I mechimephi 434434.454
what astonishes the western reader is the miraculous

effect of nephis oath on zoram who upon hearing a few
conventional words

1

promptly becomes tractable while as
for the brothers as soon as zoram made an oath unto us
that liehelleile would tarry with us from that time forth 0 010 0 our
fears did cease concerning him I nephinephlnepal 435371

to the semites the oath as an invocation was a wit-

ness to the honesty of one words and motives one of several
forms might be selected eg

1

as jehovah liveth I1 samuel

14591439 god do so to me and more also I1 samuel 1444 and

jehovah is a witness betweenbetibetl theeeen and me forever I1 samuel

2023 2

the terminology utilized by the bookboo of mormon writers
when reference is made to the color of skin of the lamanitesLama

after
nites

they have been cursed is interesting in no instance
are the lamanitesLama referrednites to as being cursed with a red skin
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ivengivenbivensiven greatgroat emphasisemphasemphes by thetille book of mormon itself ft

the interest of the researcher is not in the process but in

the terms that have been voloyedemployedwoloyed to designate the differences
of skin color eohlerbeohler makes this common on the color of com

plexionsplex

even

ions

though the skin color of the mediterranean people
appears dark to us ve must not bobe led astray by this
for the basic color is white it is only pigmentation and
sunburn which aakemaketna1 itce appear dark in syria today the
color which ranks as best forfox the human body is elionlellonel ionlon
teifeltel

telleliel

hiershieraahlers

I1lebrewhebrew and

egyptianEgypt 2lan

jielie

ppap 85851085858385108583

ludwigtludwig5ludwigludwie

858510

kohlerKO lielleilehlerj1ebrewbrew

alzl

lateaate

11

but eitherelther with a darkdaric skin or significantly with a black

skin 1 dr nibley states that for the arabs to bobe white of

countenancentenance is to be blessed and to be black of countenance laIs

to be cursed there are parallel expressions in

As hohe elaborates he attempts an explanation of

the processes whereby the lamanlteslamanitesLama becoinbecomebeckinnites a dark and loaths-

ome and a filthy people full of idleness and all manner of

abominations tin113 he concludes that this condition is cultural
and althoughalthougha it may not be the whole story of thetho dark skin

of thetho lamaniteslamanifcosLamanites it is anCM important part of that story

and is ivon

el hinti the color of wheat wheat in both hebrew and
arabic buregurebuee itsists name however from its color which is
defined as a mixture of yellow white and reddish tints

8 wheat ripened likeilkellieilie the cheeks of a maiden 1 says a
palestinian arab folk son reddish in the east means
thetho color of the white man in contrast with that of the
nearo 5

I1 tletie 521o5210 ibiey lehi in tho desert p 84

5131 ne 1225
nibleyhibley leliidolloldoi iniliillii the p 85 0 see the entire

section characters and tiiplexionscoaiplexions
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flellelie brew positionpropositionpreiprez g

12ciaareiachageachare 0

t12 certa inly

I1

desdebdescriptivecriptivescriptivecrip termtive A hebrew word that might have been employed

by them is TT

61negine

ezoralezoram

115

if hlergsicshlers analysis is accurate it is understood why

the ephitenephitoaepheteNephi couldcoaldcoaidStostoates not refer to the lamanitesLama asnites being cursed

with a redrod skin for in the east the color redreel is ascribed to

white men the nephite authors thenthe faced the dilemna of

describing the changed color beinebeingbelne subjected to the limita-
tions of their culture to select an appropriate and accurate

to be of a dirty dusky color to be

dark colored egcogcob the skin as scorched by the sun i1 and

which has been translated as black in jeremiah 4 28 821 and

142
kahlerkffhierkdhler is the source of thetiietile interesting suggestion

that in palestine twotio or more people do not walk beside one

another but one behind the otherothero this is clearly expressed

in the hebrew certainly to follow af-

ter has different connotations than to walk with in the

book of mormonMorf arebiontionblon such examples as nevertheless they did

follow me up until we came without the walls of jerusalem3jerusalem5Jerusalem

andfland

53

I1 also bade him that he should follow me wherefore

he zoram did follow me and he jx heavenly messenger

bade mome follow him and as I1 followed him 0 0

in the book of mormon the term hebrew is not used to

refer to a people although it is employed by moroni three

times in oneono verse when he refers to the lebrewhebrewtebrewI languageslanguage7language

i
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illlillii 0househouse of israel

lobelebe

benelbenei yisrael

refdeferred

Moaeoa bites edomitesedomibesgadomitesEd andomites other hebrew
peoplespeople so hencehonce the language was given a geographic rather
thanhn a nationalnation designationoddsigxnationdesignationsdesign itationo was referred to as the
language spoken in canaan or in judea

durinsduringduringrdurings the second commonwealth 9 however after the
hebraic peoples outside of israel were wiped out or

assimilated 0

bleoboe

pap6 e italics are chonskychomskychomskys s

31bid3biji

desiradesirxnatedbated

116

nor is thetho term israelite used to designate the descendants of

jacob they are referred to as the children of israel or

chomsky makes this observation

it ioIs to be noted however that the name ibri hebrew
LsIs employed in the bible only in a restricted sense the
name preferred there is jl asjesje the children of is-
rael oroiloinorn israelites which was apparently a national name
of honor having religious and nationalnationanatiola connotations see
genesisgenesi 522203229o3229052290 the name ibri was generally employed by
foreigners to identify an israeliteisraeliteoisraelitesIsraeli teo

w that designates the language which the descendants of

nephi spoke whether the term was actually moronis or whether

joseph smith supplied it as an equivalent to a term from the

platesplatesopiatesplatero chomsky states
the hebrew language is always designated in the bible as

aa2il or yehudit
the language of yehudah the dominant tribe in the

southernbouthern kingdom 0 0 furthermore the jewish people or
the israelites were not the only ones who employed the he-
brew language it was spoken and used for written commun-
ication also by the moabltessmoabitesmoabitess

the term ibriaibrit g hebrew or thetho hebrew
language was employed by jewish writersriterspitersvr as wellweil as by
the greeks and the romans in reference to the language of
the scriptures and to that employed by the jews at the
timaotimootime 0a 0 0

the firs 1 use of the term hebrew in reference to the
hebrew language is found in the book of jubileesJubil whichees
probably dates back to aboutabotut the third century bceoBCE if
not earlier

ho
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Q2chotnsky
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chomsky opeij1oltcit 0 P 43
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0 0 a0 this name is
usdusqd 0 0 0 when the israelites speak of themselves in co-
ntrast to foreigners

it would be interesting to know the source of the term
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abroachaproachapproachlnibleyibbeysnibley

gregro gatlongation of israel and read it to their hearlnohearinghearl onno thattha
occasion the book literally proceeded out of the mouth of
a jew 53

an alternative interpretation could be suggested for

the phrase it proceedethproce outedeth of the mouth of a jew

tiletlle

lnterpinterpretret L t ionlon

Araanaceansmeans

ichiinhiiinhabitantsibitantsibi oftants jerusalem

nephi always speaks of the jews at jerusalem with a cu-
rious detachment and no one in first nephi ever refers to
themthornthomtheamthema as the people or our people butbat always quite im-
personally as the jews

itait2ceedethcoodethcledeth out of the mouth of a jewjewl sjodahl attempts an ex-

planation in the following manner

the books of the old testament were composed by or
under the supervision of men whose names they bearboar it
was therefore a record of the jewsjewsojelso tlietherefcheref ore

aj3j

it is interesting in this con-
nection that the elephantinelepha lettersntine speak only of dewsjewsje
and

Vs
erameansarameansaarameans never of israelitesisraelitesoIsraeli teso

nephi refers to the biblediblobibiebiblo as the record that pro
0

the books of the
law werewore deposited in the ark of the covenant in the ta-
bernacle in the wilderness and afterwards in the tempietempleteitel
of

riple
jerusalemojeriisalemJeru tosalemo the first collection werewore erraduallygraduallyErragyragyna

added
dually

the various historical and prophetical writinsowritingswrit inSo
e hatwhat became of the sacred books when the sanctuary

waswa destroyed is not known 0 after the captivity 9

ezra cademadewide a collection of tlletile sacred writings 0 tradition
has it that hohe presided over a body of learned men one
hundred and twenty in number known as th 0 greore a t ay3y nago gu e
associated for the purpose of collecting and editing sa-
cred books ezra may therefore well be considered as
the jew nephinepha saw in his vision from whom the book came

for to his literary labor we are largely indebted for the
old testament as wotoie know it todayotodaytocayo and in Nohnehemiahemiah 821882
it

18
is recorded that era brought the law before thethiethle con-

gregation

which

interpretation is based upon an idiomatic concept

names of nations are construed three ways a with
masculine singular the name being that of the personal
ancestor b or with plural 0 0 01 c or with

ibiey an t t ppap 58590585958 590

221

59

iene 15224381 11253 three times

jo M sjodahl A study of booklbook of mormon texts the
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othorother phrases I1 have charity for the jew

rohtrent and

ianlan
llenilen

camettocamett 2

feminine sinlarsingudsangudsainlarsin lar the is 1 a or
whenlienir the p
sonifiedsonifsonimonif 1fiedledfled

jew because

bre fc h

and 1 1 J hearken unicounfco

these words n

davidson hebrrebr syntax g po 161161igligi

II ne 33105510351011
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ir when reference to the countrycountrz
pu atlon is treated as a collective L often er

T

thetho statement that thetho biblebibie proceedetlprocoedefch out of thetho

mouthmonth of a jew conforconforms

I say1

camett2 m y beloved

also jew ends of the earth
3
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CHAPTER VII

conclusions

although some exploratory work has been done by

drodre sidney bo sperrysporry dr hugh nibleynibloy and thomas wo brook-

bank as far as is known this has been the first attempt to

systematically examine the verbal usage and structure of an

entire portion of the book of mormon in order to evaluate the

claims madeaade in its behalf that it is a product of the near

east

that the problem is important to members of the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday can hardly be questioned

one of the tenets of their faith is the unquestionable accep-

tance of the book of mormon as a divine scripturescrlpturco this book

is an integral part of the foundation upon which the super-

structure of their religious complex restsrestsorestko

the pupposepurposepappose of this inquiry has been to discover what

verbal and syntactical structures there are in the small plates

that deviate from that which is common to the english manner

of expression and to examine them from the perspective of the

hebrew tonguedtongueotongue at no time has an attempt been made in this
research to extract or analyze idioms that are not of a semitic

tenor

earl of great price the articles of faith noo 8
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one of the assumptions stated at the beginning of this

work was that josepjoseph smith would tend to translate quite lit-
erally those passages in the small plates which seemed to

betoken a literal adherence to the hebrew mode of expression

were so indicated as they were considered this procedure

seemed justified since it was felt that to adequately present

each in the conclusion it would be necessary to give it again

in its contextual backgroundbackgrounds

in many cases one could conclude that when joseph

smith selected a particular expression to convey the thought

from the plates he found it expedient to continue its usage

without endeavoring to make any variationsovariationsvariation to illustrate
the expression and it came to pass is as88 frequently employed

in the hebrew text of the old testament as in the book of mor-

mon but the kinskingkintzeins james translators were skillful in devising

various ways of stating ito
some examples of evidence of a strict rendering of he-

brew to english arearet a the prepositional phrases into a

mountain from before and arriving to the promised land

b the awkward manner of enumeration c the almost total
nonusenon ofuse the possessivepossesslv d the collocating in some in-

stances of the noun and predicate in juxtaposition without

using a verb and e the repetition of the preposition before

each of several words united under the power of that preposi-

tion
grammatical evidences are these the hebrew manner of

using a the prophetic perfect b the conjunction and to

11

it

n

n

using

a- d

so

possess lv s

re boosiioosi



etcoetcecco the borrowing from he-

brew has probably been selective and limited to such modes of

expression as were readily adaptable to thetho english tongue

I1

philahll

hasnothadnot
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string simple sentences together and before each word in a

series or before the last word in a series c collective
nouns d the copula e the enallageallagoen f compound subjects

5 the cognate accusative and h the construct statestatcostacco addi

tionally g there is seen 1 the manner of using plural nounnouns

whenwhon english singular is customary j the noted lack of ad-

jectives and the limited vocabulary k the repetition of the

personal pronoun and 1 the power of the hipheiph 8 form of the

verb which makes the verb a causitivecausativecausi agentoagenttive
each of the above as a single item would not be very

impressive nor an adequate basis from which to infer that the

book of mormon is what it purports to be but considered col-

lectively it would seem difficult to conceive that such a

mass of items could appear in the book of mormon fortultouslyofortuitously
although much of the richness of the english language

may be due to the influence of hebrew this contribution re-

sults from the figure of speech the comparative description

or the choice definitive and succinctly stated metaphor bor-

rowed through the medium of the old testamentotestamenttestamentsTest howeveramento eng-

lish has not been particularly enriched by adopting semitic

grammatical structures 9 nor has it incorporated some very com-

mon lebrewhebrew1 idioms such as by thetho hand of lift up the

headdhead1 stretch forth the hand

since many of the idioms in the small plates are so unconve-

ntional it is concluded that they arrived in the book of

s

wh

1 hiphll

impre asivessive

he

head

d-en

jec tives
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mormon through the direct process of translation rather thanthonthanthotha

indirectly

n

through having been adopted into english firstofirstfirato
evidences of striking imagery in the small plates in-

clude a trees of the vineyard b11 the functions and

characteristics of the heart c the personification of the

parts of the body d to lift up the voice or eyes

e nursing fathers f the quality of swiftness denoted by

upon the wings of his spirit g the unusual reference to

the american continent as an isle h the picturesque

phraseshraseserases relevant to aging and death 1 the usage of timetimi

intervals to indicate distance j drunken with blood or in-

iquity k blind in your minds and 1 the process where-

by one makes11makes and end to any activity
examples of idioms fused with cultural connotations

which may require an explanation to be understood arearesaret
a the term wlidemwildernessweidemess b borders which are nearer the red

sea c rivers of water d a firm and steadfast valley
e the land of jerusalem f the making of an oath and

sg the book of mormon description of the color of the skin of

the lamaniteslamanitesoLamanite

it was found that to adequately analyze all the

changes made in editions of the book of mormon subsequent to

the first would be an exhaustive research project in and of

itselfitselfo it would seem that many of the errors in the first
edition were purely grammatical egcogo g misuse of verb tenses

the substitution of whichjghicja for wh 0 g and the confusing of the

singular and plural of the intransitive verb tjjge changes

it rees

character risticsistics

qua lity
itupon

islea
P I1

who

to be

SoLamanites
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made in one chapter will be indicated here giving ethe original
and the current texts to show the scope of such a problenioproblemprobienpro

the

blenio

first change occurs in versetersevense 53 wherein genealogy

of az2z forefathersforefathers8forefat1 hasiers been changed to thy forefathers 1 pro-

bably because of the contextocontextcontexts however because of the implied

moaning in hebrew mj forefathers would be as proper as thy or

our forefatherforefathersoforefathers in verse 11 which has been changed to who 0

this change has consistently been made in later editions yet

whichh is as literal and properdroter equivalent of hebrew1 V as

j in verse 19 hilllilll has been changed to mazomajocazo for he knew

has been substituted in the current edition for the odd form

found in the first in verses 16 and 17 and all this he hath

done because of the commandments of the lordlordslordtlond for he to

that jerusalem must be destroyed because of the wickedness of

the peopled this apparently obvious error could teasilyeasily be

the literal translation of the participial form of the verb

to know coupled with the appropriate understood tense of the

verb to beit ieloco for he was one knowing that jerusalem

must be destroyedodestroyeddestro tiyedo this is common construction in hebrewhebrewohebrews

in verse 29 the jele of the present edition was thou in

the first a case of enallage whichwhiewhle has been corrected to con-

form to english standardsostandardsstandard finally in verses 18 2523 5030 and

5131 the lebrewhebrew1 preposition after that has been reduced to read

afterafjej 0 the form after that is similar to b ecauje

1

mv

red

i h 0 I1 n mi t

knowling

people 11 appa rentlybently

the

be

1111

because thattto which

is discussed in the appendix these two forms have consistent-
ly been edited out of the presentresent editions of the book of

wood 5 io 9 apoppoppap gli911gil911gli9 current11 ed I1 neonco 53

ap endixbendixP

lwood 0 oltcit ne
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mormon both are correct in hebrewchebrewohebrews

As the writing of the findings of this research was in
process 9 reference was made to other changes that have been

made in the current editions of the book of mormonomormonmormino A study

of all the changes might prove to bobe a fertile area for pro-

ductive researchoresearchrese itarcho wouldrould be useful to have these changes

categorized and an analysis madeomadoo in addition to the above

possibility other studies suggest themselves

lo10 the most obvious problem for further research
would bobe to extend the study initiated and to study hebrew

like idioms in the remainder of the book of mormonmormonomormino

202 to investigate the possibility that some of the

idioms in the book of mormon may actually be a reflection of

the culturalculaulcui settingturalturai of which joseph smith was a productproductoproducts

boB ho11 roberts asserts this1thise but does not substantiate his
claims it is felt by this writer that many of the idioms in

the book of mormon are hebraic 3 but this is not to infer that
this is truetruen of all constructions in the nephite recordrecondo

330 to further investigate in the book of mormon ap-

parent hebraic syntactical constructions such aayasy when laman

saw me he was exceedingly frightened and lgoemlgoem
sm thoy have jectedrejectedejected the prophets and Jg jeremiahrmih to

zllj the people of nephi 0 0 0 began to

grow hard in their hearts and indulge themselves in somewhat

wicked practicespradt 3 suchauchices as like unto david of old desiring

robertsoberts po 2650265
2 ne 428o428042842204228 31 neone 74o74074472040I1

1

this
wri ter

c onstructconstruct ionslons as

re have

they ca st into lsonison 3

P

0 70
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raih

zulj
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monmonoaon in his series of articles in the Improveimproveme
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many wives and concubines and

nt era j brook-

bank suggestssussaugg otherests grammatical structures which might well be

investigatedinvestigatedoInvestigate
4 to investigate to what extent the imagery of nephi

and jacob was influenced by isaiahisaiaho such a problem could be

extended to cover the entire book of mormonmormoho it seemed 9 as

the current study proceeded that much of the unusual of nephi

and jacob resulted from their acquaintance with the writings

of isaiahoisaiah particularly after they quoted him their sermons

seemed to be dotted with reconstructed figures of speech first
presented by isaiahoisaiah

50 to make a lineal comparison of the isaiah texts in
each of thesethose four sourcessourcesssournesssour acestcess authorized version b in-
spired revision c book of mormon first edition and d

book of mormon 1920 oditlonoeditioneditodit fromlonoiono the little cross checking
i

that has been done forfox the purposes of this research it would

appear that thetho results would prove of value 0

ae6e to examine the book of moses and the book of abra-

ham to determine the content of hebraic idiomatic construction
in eachoeach reference has been made to one peculiarity in the

former when moses was caught up intinto 0 an exceedingly high

mountainmountaluomounta inolUo in a subsequent chapter there is found another

provocative itenioitematenio in a discoursediscodisca withurse enoch the lord comments

that those who perish in the flood will be shut up in a prison

aco 115lsl5o 27his2hq thesis ppoppapoap 293002950029 500300soo

concublones solomon hiehis son there

IM ovementmovement

5

2 chapterthere

me

do
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and then states 9 and tha which I1 have chosen hath plead be-

fore my faceofacefabeo wherefore he sufferethsuff forereth their sinsosinshinso that
1 is the english equivalent of W T which can be as

accurately translated nothomnojhom thus the versevorsevense could readareadp he

whom I1 have chosen hath plead before my faceofacefabeo in view of the

fact that the book of mosesmososmobes is a restoration of some of the

writings of mosesmososkoses as revealed to the prophet joseph smith and

is a record that is not a translation as are the book of mor-

mon and the bible suchauch a study might prove especially inter

estineestingoestingestinto
all of these studies would be valuable to the extent

that they contributed to an understanding of the scripturesoscripturescriptures

lmosescloseslooses 39o190390

fland that

I1 ant4hich nwe

he whom read

contr t 0

7 39

so

rwe



becausebsjgbS is a legitimate hebrew idiom althoughanalthough an attempt

to treat it adequately is difficult because of the inconsisten-
cies of the translators of the authorized Versversionversionslonsionoions it is hoped

that the following tabular arrangement will more clearly demo-
nstrate the problem in the first column is given a hebrew

phrase with a metaphrase neathobeneathobeneathbeneathabe in the second and third

II11 ne 226
2 none 226 4032452 298910 jacojac 557537 twice 600goo

1 neo 211 162225516-022351 11II ne 21826218926 254 jac 213
twice 20 554875 719

141 ne 1722 11II ne gsg 28152813 2952930

127

0

iliiii

altaithoughan

speaaspeaking

APPENDIX

eii5im1
A conjunction used in the smallsnailsnall plates 2sdism& s

unusual to the english idiom for exampleexampleyampleyexamplesex in speaking of the

coming of the messiah to redeem the children of men nephi says

tian S they are redeemed from the fallofallfalifail 0 0 0 it
is interesting to note that in the first edition of the book

of mormon this conjunction was used not only the eight times
2indicated below but an additional thirteen times which subse-

quently have been edited to readroad cijgbecauseci 0jg 3 on four occasions

it appears that a different nephite word from the above-

mentioned conjunction was translated because in the first edi

tionotionctiona

there is substantialstantialsubaub evidence in the old testament that

because that
because

A
that is

and because that

that
C

211 60

31 ne
54548 75

170 22 9-06

jg

riot

ciji



I1 ch

I1 nf

thinsthing dout 2224

ezek 253615

I1 kl 2119
isa 316

ezek 25812

num 1120

subbub voce

av1v

hrasearase

lthisalthis
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columns are cited biblical passagesassel insesges which the phrase has

beenboonboen rendered becaubecausebebau se or because that 3 respectively

the phrase
rendered
because

rendered
because that

becausewhich gen 2216
doutdontdent 1561

josh
36

1414
judg 220paPs 10916
ezek 262

W
upon which exodifixod 525532553235

II11 sam 126

nw aft3ft
the heel of which gen 228

II11 sam 126
gengonG 265on

W W
from the face of
which

iw anpn
under hichtrhich

owk1wk natn3t PS
upon the thin
which

1y
because

3

thn t 435 tymestimeatimes
approximately

gen 23 4157
judg 2115

this small compiditionoonipllafclon does not begin to illustrate thetlle

thisthib information has beenboonboen obtained by a careful readroad
ini of every entry subvoce because in the concordances of
strong and younayounjyouns

12 8

p

Cbecq Use whi h J 0 sh 14 14

t
1

h
W
e e e

1
1
Pbof4of wh i oii

I V V

from the f eae3 c e 0 f
1

19 18
aji j ichloh

25 0 1 3
deudoubdoudout 2114b

I & I1 a T V1

because that

exodehod 1918
jer 4423

num 2513

K I1 21-019

that 2 0 3 4 1 5 7

1

ha s
cor n 0

0
youn

109-016

because which

bo causecauso
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complexity of hebrewifebrew usage relevant to these and other conjun-
ctional phrases and the variant translations of them an attempt

has been made soley to demonstrate bo cause that Is a bonafide

idiomatic expressionexwession whether the usage in the book of mormon

is attributable to a tendency on the part of the prophet

to conform to a patternpatter as he translated or to a literal trans-

lation of a single nephite phrase is a question that could be

resolved only by a study of the plates

bya hightni
by

zht

niht is one of the minutia of the boolbookbooi of mormon

worthy of identification because it cleaves to conventional

hebrew formation and is contradistinct to the manner in which

the phrase is formulated in english ie at nihtnight As far
as can be determined at night occurs only three times in the

king gamesjamosjames translation of the old testament genesis 4927

leviticus 620 613 in the hebrew text and numbers 2220o22200222022220

thetho hebrew correspondent in each case respectively is
3.3 and to the evening which just as correctly reads

at thetho evening 3 1 J D in the evening and I
night

I1

at night is improper hebrew usage and as far as could

be determined does not appear in the book of mormon at any

time

1

com laxitylexityP

n

mornionibioni

n

1 si

J 1

335

because
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I1

problemprobien

laneianeaageuage

grammatlealaramrram syntacticaltnatical 3 or verbal imageryoimagerylaageImage nonhebraicnonryo

idiomsldlaidla
hebraic

weretilsriis not consideredconsideredoconsider

the

edo

assumptions underlying the roblemproblem are

lo10 the book of mormon is a record of the nephitesnephifcesNep

whose

hites
culturalyculturalculturallycultura socially and lingual milieu originated in

israelisraels
2 the book of mormon was originally written accord-

ing to a hebrew pattern of thought and communicationcommunicatlono

30 joseph smithsmithy as a young manoan inexperienced with

languages and inept by training as a translator tended to

translate literallylit

procedure

orally

the researcher kept notes on items pertinent to the

subject while studying hebrewhebrews

awqw

laarzlanrz uacf es

ABSTRACT

the P rob letalornieta

the problem of this thesis Is to determinedaterminetermine whether

therethorothero are hebraic idioms in the small plates of nephi in the

book of mormon that have been retained in translatlonotranslation an

idiom is defined as any peculiar genius of the language

during actual research there
werewore three activitiesactivitiess

1 A careful study was made of nearly all entries in

davidsonsdavidsonis lexicon to extract idiomatic expressions for which

P
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3 man
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seslahesla

landofland1f

grammaticalarammatical

2

parallels were then sought in the book of morminomormonomormonmoreon

20 with each reading of the small plates apparent

rebrewhebrew constructions were extracted the bibleybiblebibie hebrew gram-

mars and lexicons were used to determine their authenticityoauthenticity
5030 A lineal comparison of the 1920 edition of the

book of mormon was made with the first edition to determine

whether any of the faulty english structures of the latter
might bobe due to a close adherence to the hebraic pattern of

the original platesoplatespiatesplatero

findinsfindinodindinoFindinsdino
some examples of apparent ll11 taggtjggtj

jlsllll
gg

are a the prepositional phrases into a mou-

ntain from before and arriving j the promised land

b the awkward manner of enumeration c the almost total
nonusenon ofuse the possessive d the collocating in some in-

stances of the noun and predicate in juxtaposition without

using a verb and e the repetition of the preposition before

each of several words united under its poweropowerpoverpogero

some ssslaSS evidenceselaSlAeli arearesaret the hebrew manner of

using a the prophetic perfect b the conjunction and to

string simple sentences together c collective nouns d

thothe copula e the enallageenaliar f the cognate accusative and

g the construct state additionally h the manner of us-

ing plural nouns when english singular is customary I1 the

marked lack of adjectives and j the power of the hiphilhiphll
form of the verb which makes the verb a causltivecausitivecausativecausi agentoagenttive

some evidences of hebrewlikehebrew like

ing

imagery in the small

literal renderinrenderingren gderindenin of hebrew

to 0

to

s
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1

whioch

enallaraliar
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anifonifmicationication

tervatervclls

5

plates arearesaret a trees of the vineyard b the functions
and characteristics of the heart c persthe personification of

the parts of the body d the quality of swiftness denoted by

upon the wineswings of his spiritspirito e the unusual reference to

the american continent as an isle f the picturesque

phrases relevant to aging and death g the usage of time in-

tervals to indicate distance and h the making an end to

any activityactivityo

it was found that to adequately analyze all the changes

made in editions of the book of mormon subsequent to the first
would bobe an exhaustive research itselfoitself I1 nephi chapter 53 was

analyzed to show the scope of such a problemproblemoprobienproblemsprob

it
lemo

could be concluded that although much of the rich-
ness of the english language may be due to the influence of

hebrew this contribution results from the figure of speech

and the succinct metaphor readily assimilated by english not

by adopting hebrew grammatical structures nor some common he-

brew idioms co go by the hand ofo 11 since many of the idioms

are so unconventional it is concluded that they appeared by

translation rather than by adoption into english firatofirstofirst
it would seem that there are too many hebraismshebralsms in the

small plates to have been employed fortultiously and that
writers versed in the intricacies of hebrew are responsible

for their abundanccoabundabend
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